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Abstract
Since their discovery, the electronic structure of cuprate high-temperature su-
perconductors has been intensively studied both experimentally and theoretically.
Starting from the antiefrromagnetic (AF) Mott insulator, doping holes or electrons
suppresses the AF order and induces the superconductivity. Since both hole- and
electron-doped cuprates possess CuO2 planes as a stage for the superconductivity,
similarities and dierences in their electronic structure should provide a clue for
the mechanism of the high-temperature superconductivity. Unfortunately, how-
ever, most of studies have been concentrated on the hole-doped cuprates because
of their rich materials variety and higher superconducting (SC) transition tempera-
tures. The recent discovery of superconductivity without chemical electron doping
(i.e., without Ce substitution for rare-earth atoms) in thin lms and powdered sam-
ples have attracted much attention to electron-doped cuprates. Removal of excess
oxygen through ecient annealing can suppress the antiferromagnetism and induce
superconductivity even in the parent compounds. Inspired by the breakthrough on
thin lms and powdered samples, new annealing method, which is called protect-
annealing method, has also been developed for bulk single crystals, leading to the
emergence of superconductivity down to heavily underdoped region. In the present
thesis, I have studied electronic structure of those \new" electron-doped cuprate
superconductors by means of photoemission spectroscopy.
In chapter 3, thin lms of the SC parent compound Pr2CuO4 have been syn-
thesized and studied by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). In
order to perform ARPES measurements, which is highly surface sensitive, we rst
synthesized the SC Pr2CuO4 by growing it under highly reducing condition, in-
stead of annealing it after the growth ex-situ, to avoid the surface contamination.
Then, we carried out ARPES measurements and observed clear Fermi surfaces,
whose area suggests electron concentration is much larger than half lling. Chap-
ter 4 was devoted to relatively bulk-sensitive hard X-ray photoemission and soft
X-ray absorption spectroscopy on the SC parent compound Nd2CuO4 and related
materials. We have observed a chemical-potential shift between insulating and SC
Nd2CuO4, which again suggests that SC parent compound is not at half-lling,
but is doped with electrons, probably due to oxygen deciency.
In chapter 5, we have performed a systematic ARPES study on protect-annealed
4underdoped Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4 single crystals with varying Ce concentration
and annealing condition to reveal the dierence between the eect of Ce doping
and annealing on the electronic structure. Ecient annealing was found not only
to dope the system with electrons, but also to remove a gap at the Fermi level
and decrease the magnitude of AF band splitting. We have concluded that as-
grown sample contains disorder which produces the Coulomb gap and increase AF
correlation, and the disorder is removed by annealing.
In chapter 6, the nature of the AF band splitting, which is called AF pseudogap
in electron-doped cuprates, has been studied by ARPES. We have revealed that
the AF pseudogap shows non-trivial momentum dependence, and concluded from
comparison with a variational Monte-Carlo calculation that it is due to the eect
of strong electron correlation beyond the simple AF band splitting.
In chapter 7, we have studied the SC gap of protect-annealed Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4
single crystals. Although AF correlation was strongly suppressed by protect an-
nealing, the SC gap was found to have d-wave symmetry, which may be mediated
by AF spin uctuations.
We have thus studied the electronic structure of the \new" electron-doped
cuprate superconductors focusing on the eect of annealing on the carrier con-
centration, AF correlation, and superconductivity. The present study will not only
advance our understanding of the electron-doped cuprate superconductors but also
promote reconsideration of the electronic structure and paring mechanism of the
hole-doped cuprate superconductors.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General aspects of the electron-doped cuprate
superconductors
Three years after the discovery of the hole-doped cuprate superconductors,
electron-doped cuprate superconductors were discovered in 1989 [1]. Electron
doping is typically achieved by substituting Ce for Ln (lanthanoid) in Ln2CuO4.
Although both hole-doped and electron-doped high-temperature (high-Tc) super-
conductors have CuO2 planes as the stage of superconductivity, they have many
dierences.
One of the major dierences is the crystal structure. While one of the hole-
doped cuprates has the so-called T -type structure, in which the Cu atoms are
octahedrally co-ordinated by O atoms, electron-doped cuprates have the T 0-type
structure, in which the Cu atoms are surrounded by the square of four O atoms as
shown in Fig. 1.1(a).
Another characteristic dierence is found in the phase diagram shown in Fig. 1.1(b).
Both of the parent compounds are antiferromagnetic (AF) insulators and super-
conductivity is achieved by hole or electron doping. However, in the hole-doped
cuprates, antiferromagnetism is quickly suppressed by  3% doping while in the
electron-doped cuprates on the other hand, antiferromagnetism is so robust that
it persists up to  15% doping. Furthermore, the doping region where supercon-
ductivity is realized is much narrower and the Tc is relatively low (< 30 K) in the
electron-doped cuprates. Due to the lower Tc and the diculty in sample prepara-
tion mentioned below, electron-doped cuprates have not been studied extensively
neither experimentally nor theoretically compared to the hole-doped cuprates, and
they still possess many unresolved problems. The physical properties and current
issues in the electron-doped cuprates are described in the following sections.
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Figure 1.1: Crystal structures and phase diagrams of the electron- and hole-doped
cuprates [2]. (a) T'-type and T-type crystal structures, respectively, of the electron-
doped (left) and hole-doped cuprates (right). (b) Phase diagram of the cuprate
superconductors. The horizontal axis is the doping level of holes (left) or electrons
(right).
1.2 Electronic structure and physical properties
Superconductivity induced by electron doping in copper oxides was rst found
in Nd2 xCexCuO4 with x = 0:15 [1]. The electron-doped cuprates are peculiar in
the sense that superconductivity is realized only after annealing. As-grown samples
are AF and annealing Ce-substituted samples induces superconductivity typically
below 20 K. The roles of the annealing are summarized in the next section.
After the discovery of Nd2 xCexCuO4, superconductivity was achieved in vari-
ous Ln2 xCexCuO4 systems. With varying the lanthanoid Ln, the in-plane lattice
constant changes systematically as shown in Fig. 1.2(a) due to the dierent ionic
radii of the lanthanides atoms. The superconducting (SC) properties is also depen-
dent on the lanthanoid. One can nd a trend from Fig. 1.2 that Tc becomes higher
and superconductivity can be realized with lower Ce concentration with increasing
ionic size of the lanthanoid. On the other hand, antiferromagnetism becomes more
robust with decreasing ionic size. Thus, antiferromagnetism and superconductivity
compete with each other in these systems. Considering these facts, La2 xCexCuO4
is the best superconductor among the electron-doped cuprates. However, La2CuO4
tends to take the T -type structure and it is impossible to synthesize crystals of
electron-doped La2 xCexCuO4 with the T 0-type structure. One way to stabilize
T 0-La2 xCexCuO4 is fabricating thin lms and using the epitaxial strain from the
substrate [3]. Another way to stabilize the T' structure is the partial substitution
of Pr for La. Single crystals of Pr2 y xLayCexCuO4 have thus been successfully
synthesized [4].
The parent compounds of the cuprate superconductors are regarded as charge-
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Figure 1.2: Lanthanoid dependence of the SC properties of Ln2 xCexCuO4. (a)
In-plane lattice constant and maximum Tc achieved in thin lms of Ln2 xCexCuO4
synthesized using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [3]. (b), (c) Tc plotted against
Ce content x in thin lms of Ln2 xCexCuO4 synthesized using MBE [5]. Note that
the scale of the horizontal axis is dierent between (b) and (c). (d)-(f) Tc and the
Neel temperature TN plotted against x in bulk Ln2 xCexCuO4 [6].
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transfer insulators in the Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen diagram [7]. The half-lled Cu
3dx2 y2 orbital, which has the highest energy among the ve 3d orbitals, splits into
the upper and lower Hubbard bands (UHB and LHB) due to the strong on-site
Coulomb repulsion U , and the oxygen 2p band resides between the UHB and LHB
separated from the UHB by the charge-transfer gap CT as shown in Fig. 1.3(a).
When holes are introduced in the oxygen 2p band, the holes at the Cu site and that
in the molecular orbital of a linear combination of four surrounding oxygen atomic
orbitals strongly hybridize, and form a singlet called Zhang-Rice singlet (ZRS) [8]
with the Cu2+ spin. This singlet state can be dened around each Cu site but is
not orthogonal to each other. Then, regarding the singlet state as an empty state
surrounding the Cu d hole, one can write a Hamiltonian using only the operators
of the oxygen holes of the Cu d symmetry. Consequently, the ZRS band can be
regarded as an eective LHB at the Cu site with the eective Coulomb repulsion
Ueff = CT as shown in Fig. 1.3(b). The electronic structure of the cuprate
superconductors have often been discussed based on this one-band Hamiltonian.
The charge-transfer (CT) gap energy CT can be observed by optical mea-
surements and it has been found that Nd2CuO4 has a CT gap of CT  1:5
eV [9, 10], smaller than CT  2:0 eV of the parent compound La2CuO4 of hole-
doped cuprates. The smaller CT originates from the weaker Madelung potential
at the Cu site due to the lack of the O atoms at the apical site. While optical
measurements mainly probe direct gaps, momentum-resolved measurements such
as angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) enable us to estimate a
gap including indirect ones. ARPES measurements have revealed that while the
ZRS band takes the maximum at momentum (/2, /2), the UHB takes the min-
imum at (, 0) or (0, ) [11, 12]. Thus, the indirect gap is smaller than the direct
one observed by optical measurements. In the case of electron-doped cuprates, the
indirect gap may be as small as 0.5 eV as shown in Fig. 1.4 [13].
One of the anomalous features of the hole-doped cuprates is the temperature
dependence of the resistivity. While the resistivity of a normal Fermi liquid shows
a T 2 temperature dependence, that of the hole-doped cuprates shows a linear
dependence in the optimally doped region. ARPES studies have also revealed a
linear temperature and energy dependences of the imaginary part of the self energy,
Im, corresponding to the linear temperature dependence of the resistivity [14,15].
These peculiar behaviors have been well reproduced by the phenomenology of a
marginal Fermi liquid [16,17]. On the other hand, the temperature dependence of
the resistivity of electron-doped cuprates is basically expressed as (T=TF)
2ln(TF=T ),
where TF denotes the Fermi temperature: the Fermi-liquid-like T
2 behavior with
a logarithmic correction due to the two dimensional nature of the system [18, 19].
Thus, the electron-doped cuprates have been regarded as rather \normal" than
hole-doped cuprates.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic picture of the electronic structure of cuprate superconduc-
tors. (a) Energy diagram when the oxygen 2p band is explicitly considered, and (b)
when one band approximation is applied. Illustrations of the Zhang-Rice singlet
(ZRS) formation when the oxygen 2p band is explicitly considered (c), and when
one-band approximation is applied (d).
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Figure 1.4: ARPES and optical spectra of Nd2 xCexCuO4 [13]. (a),(b) ARPES
spectra near (/2, /2) and (, 0), respectively. In (a), the spectrum of Nd2CuO4
maintains a nite intensity up to  0.5 eV below EF. (c) Optical conductivity in
the infrared region. Insets of (b) and (c) illustrate indirect and direct excitations.
1.3 Role of annealing
Annealing in a reducing atmosphere plays an essential role in realizing the
superconductivity in the electron-doped cuprates. As-grown samples are non-SC
antiferromagnets, and superconductivity appears only after annealing. A large
impact of annealing on the long-range AF order or AF uctuations will be discussed
in the next section. Annealing is typically conducted at a high temperature around
900 K for 10  24 hours under a low oxygen pressure, in the ow of gas such as N2
and Ar or in vacuum. The eect of annealing is directly observed in the oxygen
content. The reduction of the sample weight due to the oxygen removal has been
observed by thermogravimetric analyses [20,21]. However, the reduction is as small
as around  0:07 out of 4 oxygen atoms, and it becomes even smaller ( 0:01)
with increasing Ce content [22, 23]. It is surprising that such a small amount
of oxygen reduction critically aects the superconductivity in the electron-doped
cuprates. An early-stage neutron scattering measurement has revealed that oxygen
atoms exist at the apical sites as impurities in as-grown Nd2CuO4, and that their
content is signicantly reduced by annealing [24,25]. It has been pointed out that
the apical oxygen should signicantly perturb the Madelung potential at the Cu
site below it [2], and can also polarize the spin around it [26], acting as a strong
scattering center. Although this view has been strongly supported historically,
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rather recent Raman and crystal-eld infrared transmission studies have proposed
a dierent scenario [27, 28]. They detected oxygen atoms at the apical site for
Nd2 xCexCuO4 and Pr2 xCexCuO4, but the content did not change by annealing.
Instead, oxygen atoms were removed from the LnO (Ln: Lanthanoid) layer at
low (0-0.05) Ce-doping, and from CuO2 planes at higher (> 0.10) doping. There
is another scenario which is attracting attentions. A partial decomposition of the
materials by annealing has been observed for Nd2 xCexCuO4 by X-ray and neutron
scattering measurements, with a new impurity phase of (Nd, Ce)2O3 [29]. This
impurity phase has also been found in Pr0:88LaCe0:12CuO4 by Kang et al. [30], and
they have concluded that defects of Cu atoms in as-grown sample are compensated
by creating a new impurity phase of Ln2O3 in the course of annealing. It should
be noted that Kang et al. observed elongation of the c-axis lattice parameter by
annealing, whereas according to the studies which claimed removal of apical oxygen
atoms, the contraction of the c-axis length has been observed [24, 25]. Dierence
in the samples might lead to the dierence in the annealing eect: if the as-grown
sample does not have Cu defects, O atoms are removed (from the apical sites, LnO
layers, or CuO2 planes) and the lattice shrinks in the c direction, and if the as-grown
sample contains Cu defects, they are compensated by creating Ln2O3, leading to
the elongation of the c-axis parameter. Thus, the microscopic description of the
annealing process is still controversial and remains elusive.
Since the removal of oxygens could induce electrons on Cu, electron doping by
annealing has been discussed. A neutron scattering study has shown that a plot of
the Neel temperature TN of annealed samples against the Ce content x corresponds
to that of as-grown one rigidly shifted by x  0:03 [31] [Fig. 1.5(a)], suggesting
additional electron doping through annealing although TN is not the quantity which
is entirely controlled by carrier concentration. On the other hand, the dierence
between annealing and Ce doping has been reported in some previous studies. The
oxygen-content dependence of the resistivity has been measured for the overdoped
Pr2 xCexCuO4 by varying the annealing condition [32]. If the oxygen reduction
simply means electron doping, it is expected that the more oxygen is reduced,
the more Tc is lowered because of the further overdoping. However, actually the
Tc is enhanced and the residual resistivity is decreased with reducing the oxygen
content [Fig. 1.5(b)]. This suggests that the oxygen reduction suppresses the scat-
tering of quasi-particles signicantly rather than simply dopes electrons to drive
superconductivity. The temperature dependence of the Hall coecient also shows
a dierent behavior according to the change of the Ce concentration or oxygen con-
tent, indicating a dierent role of the oxygen reduction from the simple electron
doping as shown in Fig. 1.5(c) [33]. Thus, annealing introduces many eects on
the electronic structure and the detail is still unclear.
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Figure 1.5: Annealing dependence of physical properties of the electron-doped
cuprates. (a) Neel temperature TN plotted against x in Nd2 xCexCuO4 [31]. The
curve of the annealed sample can be reproduced by rigidly shifting that of the
as-grown one by x  0:03. (b) In-plane resistivity of Pr1:83Ce0:17CuO4 thin lms
annealed under various conditions [32]. Samples are annealed in 1  10 4(2),
1 10 3(4) and 2:3 10 3(3) Torr of N2O. (c) Temperature dependence of Hall
coecient RH of Pr2 xCexCuO4 thin lms annealed under various conditions (top),
or x (bottom) [33]. In the top panel, x is xed at 0.17, and the oxygen content is
increased from samples A to F.
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Figure 1.6: Momentum dispersions of magnetic excitations in cuprate supercon-
ductors. (a) Dispersions in various hole-doped cuprate superconductors observed
by neutron scattering [34]. The vertical axis is the energy measured in units of
J for each AF parent compound. (b) Dispersion in SC Pr0:88LaCe0:12CuO4, AF
T'-Pr2CuO4, and AF T-La2CuO4 observed by neutron scattering [35]. (c) Disper-
sions in Nd2 xCexCuO4 (x = 0:04 and 0.15) observed by resonant inelastic X-ray
scattering [36].
1.4 Antiferromagnetic pseudogap
Magnetic uctuations have been considered to be intimately related to the
superconductivity in the cuprate superconductors, and investigated by neutron
scattering measurements. In both electron- and hole-doped cuprates, a gap opens
in the magnetic excitation below Tc due to the opening of the SC gap [37] and the
missing spectral weight piles up near the gap edge [35, 38]. This enhancement of
magnetic excitation is called \spin resonance", and the energy of the peak position
universally follows Epeak = 1:3 (: SC gap) irrespective of the system including
iron-based superconductors and heavy-fermion superconductors [39]. A big dier-
ence between the electron- and hole-doped cuprates can be found in the dispersion
of the excitation. In the hole-doped cuprates, a so-called hour-glass dispersion has
been observed universally as shown in Fig. 1.6(a) [34]. The incommensurate low
energy part seems associated with the particle-hole excitation with a nite spin
gap [40], while the dispersion in the higher energy part can be regarded as a spin-
wave excitation of the remnant local AF moment coupled with nearest-neighbors
through exchange interaction J  0:1 eV. On the other hand, the excitation in
the electron-doped cuprates is basically commensurate at low energies as shown
in Fig. 1.6(b) and (c) regardless of whether the sample is AF or SC [35, 36]. A
simple Fermi-liquid treatment in the random phase approximation (RPA) using
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an experimentally obtained band structure has failed to reproduce the commen-
surate excitation in the low energy region [41], suggesting a localized character of
the spin excitation. In addition, inelastic neutron scattering studies have revealed
that the spectral weight of low-energy spin excitation does not change signicantly
over the wide electron-doping range of 0.07-0.18 (AF insulating to overdoped SC
states) [42]. Thus, a localized spin character strongly remains in the low energy
region even throughout the whole phase diagram in electron-doped cuprates [34].
AF correlation persists up to the optimal doping in the electron-doped cuprates
and profoundly aects their electronic structure. From the underdoped to opti-
mally doped regions of the electron-doped cuprates, a band gap opens even in the
SC state due to AF ordering or correlation. This pseudogap has been observed
as a dip-like feature in the optical conductivity [10, 43] [Fig. 1.7(a)] or peaks at
higher bias voltages in the scanning tunneling spectrum [44] [Fig. 1.7(b)]. Angle-
resolved photoemission (ARPES) studies have shown a pseudogap opening around
the \hot spots", crossing points between the Fermi surface and the boundary of
the AF Brillouin zone (BZ) [Fig. 1.7(c)] [45{51]. In Fig. 1.8(a), the pseudogaps
of hole- and electron-doped cuprate superconductors are compared. The pseudo-
gap of hole-doped cuprates opens around (, 0) and (0, ), and its origin is still
unclear despite extensive studies. On the other hand, the pseudogap of electron-
doped cuprates opens at the \hot spots", and its origin is considered to be AF
correlation or AF short-range order. When spins are ordered or uctuating with
the ( ,) wave vector, the system has a
p
2  p2 superstructure, and its BZ is
reduced as shown in Fig. 1.8(a). Consequently bands along the new BZ boundary
split and an energy gap opens at the \hot spot" [Fig. 1.8(b)].
The overall band structure is basically consistent with that calculated using the
tight-binding model of the square lattice consisting of the Cu 3dx2 y2 orbitals with
the
p
2p2 AF order,
   =0 
q
2AF + 4t
2(cos kxa+ cos kya)2
  4t0cos kxa cos kya  2t"(cos 2kxa+ cos 2kya); (1.1)
where t, t0, and t" are transfer integrals between the nearest-neighbor, second-
nearest-neighbor, and third-nearest-neighbor Cu sites, respectively. 2AF repre-
sents the potential deference between the two spin sublattices. However, the mag-
nitude of AF was shown to decrease with approaching antinodal region [46], and
could be regarded as zero at (0, ) and (, 0) as reported by Ikeda et al. [50].
One possibility is that AF is actually momentum dependent as predicted by a
variational Monte Carlo study by Chou and Lee [52]. Another explanation was
raised by Park et al. [47] focusing on the absence of band folding in the antinodal
region that, besides the AF bands, a paramagnetic band disperses uninterrupted
through the AF BZ boundary because antiferromagnetism is inhomogeneous and
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Figure 1.7: AF pseudogap observed by various experimental probes. (a) Optical-
conductivity spectra of Nd2 xCexCuO4 [43]. Dip features around 0.2 eV correspond
to the AF pseudogap. (b) Tunneling spectrum of Sr1:85Ce0:15CuO4 [44]. An AF
pseudogap opens between two peaks indicated by arrows. (c) Fermi surface of
Nd1:85Ce0:15CuO4 measured by ARPES. [45]. Intensity is suppressed at the \hot
spots" (explained in the text), indicating the opening of an AF pseudogap at those
points.
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Figure 1.8: Schematic explanation of the AF pseudogap in the electron-doped
cuprates. (a) Fermi surface of a hole-doped cuprate (left) and an electron-doped
cuprates (right). Momentum region where the pseudogap is observed is indicated
by orange circles. (b) Band dispersion along the line indicated by the blue arrow in
(a) without and with AF correlation (left and right, respectively) in the electron-
doped cuprates.
short-ranged, causing the apparent reduction of AF in the antinodal region. The
nature of the AF pseudogap thus remains elusive.
Annealing process plays a crucial role in the competition between antiferromag-
netism and superconductivity. ARPES studies have revealed that the annealing
reduces the intensity of the AF-folded bands and that the spectral intensity gener-
ally increases at EF [49,51,53] as shown in Fig. 1.9. Nevertheless, the pseudogap of
the AF origin at the \hot spots" has been seen in all the electron-doped cuprates
from the underdoped to overdoped regions studied so far as shown in Fig. 1.10 [48].
Therefore, the AF pseudogap has been regarded as a hallmark of the electron-doped
cuprates and the relationship between the antiferromagnetism and superconduc-
tivity has been considered as an essential ingredient of the electron-doped cuprates.
The coexistence of antiferromagnetism and superconductivity in the electron-
doped cuprates has been discussed for a long time. A neutron scattering study
has revealed that spin stiness goes to zero at the boundary between the AF and
SC phases in Nd2 xCexCuO4, and a genuine long-range AF order does not coexist
with superconductivity [54]. Park et al. [47] has explained the band structure of
the SC Sm1:85Ce0:15CuO4 by considering a short-range AF order. On the other
hand, another ARPES study has shown that the disconnected Fermi surface forms
a hole pocket around (/2, /2) in the SC Sm1:85CexCuO4, and concluded that
a quasi-long-range antiferromagnetism coexists with superconductivity [55]. The
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(d)
Figure 1.9: Annealing dependence of the pseudogap in Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4
(x = 0:12) observed by ARPES [53]. (a)-(c) Fermi surfaces of as-grown, weakly
annealed, and well annealed samples, respectively. Weakly annealed and well an-
nealed samples are annealed in Ar ow at 925 C for 24 hours and in N2 ow at
925 C for 24 hours, respectively. (d) EDC's of the three samples at the momenta
indicated in the inset.
existence of the small hole pocket is also conrmed by the quantum oscillation
in the SC Pr2 xCexCuO4 [56, 57]. Thus, the AF correlation is so robust that a
quasi-long-range antiferromagnetism coexists with superconductivity and opens a
pseudogap at all the doping levels in electron-doped cuprates.
1.5 Superconducting gap
The symmetry of the SC gap provides a strong clue for the origin of unconven-
tional superconductivity and has been intensively studied for the cuprate, heavy-
fermion, and organic superconductors. It is now rmly established that the SC gap
of the hole-doped cuprate superconductors have d-wave symmetry [58, 59]. While
the penetration depth of the hole-doped cuprates exhibits a clear linear tempera-
ture dependence [60], consistent with the d-wave symmetry of the SC gap, early-
stage penetration-depth studies on the electron-doped cuprates Nd2 xCexCuO4
showed an exponential temperature dependence [61, 62], and hence the electron-
doped cuprates was regarded as a BCS-like s-wave superconductor. However,
Cooper [63] have shown that the penetration depth of Nd2 xCexCuO4 is aected
by paramagnetism arising from Nd3+ ions and shows power-low behavior associ-
ated with (dirty) d-wave superconductors [63]. Although some penetration-depth
studies still claim s-wave symmetry [64], most of the previous studies including
phase-sensitive measurements have supported d-wave symmetry [65{69]. Fur-
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Figure 1.10: Doping dependence of the pseudogap in Nd2 xCexCuO4 observed by
ARPES [48]. The samples were annealed at 920 C for 12 hours in Ar ow. (a)
Fermi surfaces. (b) Energy distribution curves along the Fermi surface as shown
in the inset. The positions of the peaks or humps are denoted by black bars. Band
splitting is due to AF correlation and is observed even in the overdoped sample of
x = 0:17.
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Figure 1.11: SC gap of Pr1 xLa0:7CexCuO4 (x = 0:11) measured by ARPES.
[69] (a) ARPES spectra taken below and above Tc at three momentum positions
indicated in the inset. (b) Magnitude of the leading-edge shift plotted against
Fermi surface angle dened in the inset.
thermore, Raman scattering [68] and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) [69] studies have revealed that the SC gap exhibits not only the simple
dx2 y2-wave momentum dependence but also a maximum near the hot spot, where
antiferromagnetic (AF) Brillouin zone boundary and Fermi surface cross each other
(Fig. 1.11), and large contribution of AF spin uctuations to the superconductivity
has been proposed.
1.6 New electron-doped cuprate superconductors
As mentioned in section 1.3, the annealing process is a crucial factor for super-
conductivity in the electron-doped cuprates, and the SC properties depend on the
annealing condition. Kim et al. [23] annealed a polycrystalline Nd1:85Ce0:15CuO4
sample in vacuum with varying temperature and oxygen pressure. They have
shown that higher temperature and lower oxygen pressure led to the decomposi-
tion of the sample, but the highest Tc was achieved when the sample was close to
the limit of decomposition. This suggests the possibility that Tc is further enhanced
if one can avoid the decomposition even under a severe annealing condition.
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Brinkmann et al. [70] annealed thin single crystals of Pr2 xCexCuO4 sand-
wiched by Pr2 xCexCuO4 polycrystals in order to protect the samples from de-
composition. The samples were annealed at 1080 C for 72 hours, at higher tem-
perature and for much longer time than usually used, and superconductivity was
successfully realized with the Ce concentration as low as 4% , where the sample
had been considered to be AF as shown in Fig. 1.12(a).
Recently in thin lms [Fig. 1.12(b)] [19, 71, 73, 77{86] and powdered samples
[Fig. 1.12(c)] [72,87] of electron-doped cuprates, superconductivity has been found
even without Ce substitution. Surprisingly, Tc goes up with decreasing Ce con-
centration x, achieving the highest Tc at x = 0 as shown in Fig. 1.13(a). This
superconductivity at x = 0 can be attributed to the eectiveness of annealing in
thin lms and powdered samples, that is, oxygen can diuse more easily in those
systems than in single crystals.
Systematic measurements of the resistivity have been done on La1:85Y0:15CuO4
thin lms, which become SC without Ce, with varying annealing conditions [Fig. 1.13(a)-
(c)] [73]. With decreasing oxygen partial pressure, increasing annealing tempera-
ture, and increasing annealing time, insulating sample becomes metallic and su-
perconductivity eventually emerges. This change is similar to that induced by Ce
doping [Fig. 1.13(d)]. However, excessive annealing (too high temperature or too
long time) leads to the increase of resistivity and the degradation of superconductiv-
ity [Fig. 1.13(b),(c)], whereas the suppression of superconductivity by overdoping
should be accompanied by the decrease of the resistivity, suggesting that the eect
of annealing is dierent from Ce doping. Tsukada et al. [73] have claimed that
moderate annealing removes apical oxygen atoms and induce superconductivity,
but oxygen atoms in the CuO2 planes also diuse out by excessive annealing, which
increases the resistivity and suppresses the superconductivity rapidly, and hence
superconductivity occurs without oxygen defects in CuO2 planes, that is, without
any electron doping. Electron doping level of the SC parent compound has also
been discussed from the viewpoint of the lattice constant. Since the Cu-O bond has
antibonding character [88], the in-plane lattice constant increases when electrons
are doped into the CuO2 plane as shown in Fig. 1.14(a) [75]. However, the in-plane
lattice constant of La1:85Y0:15CuO4 was independent of the oxygen pressure during
annealing, that is, of the oxygen content in the sample [Fig. 1.14(b)], although
the sample changed from an insulator to a superconductor with decreasing oxygen
pressure as shown in Fig. 1.13(a). This suggests that the superconductivity in the
parent compound of the electron-doped cuprates might occur exactly at half lling
without additionally doped electrons through the removal of oxygen.
From a theoretical point of view, dynamical mean-eld theory (DMFT) studies
have claimed that the band gap seen in the parent compound of the electron-doped
cuprates is not a charge-transfer gap, but a gap opened due to the AF correlation as
shown in Fig. 1.15, and have classied electron-doped cuprates as Slater insulators,
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Figure 1.12: Superconductivity with low or zero Ce concentration in electron-doped
cuprates. (a) Phase diagram of thin single-crystalline Pr2 xCexCuO4 annealed at
1080 C for 72 hours with its top and bottom covered with two polycrystalline
pellets of the same composition (solid line), and annealed at 950 C for 10 hours
without the pellets (dashed line) [70]. The sample annealed with the pellets shows
superconductivity with Ce concentration as low as 0.04. (b) Phase diagram of
Nd2 xCexCuO4 thin lms grown by MBE or metal organic deposition (MOD) [71].
The sample grown by MOD achieves superconductivity at x = 0. (c) Magnetic
susceptibility of T'-La1:8 xEu0:2SrxCuO4 plotted against temperatures [72]. The
sample with x = 0 shows superconductivity without electron doping by Ce substi-
tution.
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Figure 1.13: Resistivity of electron-doped cuprates which can be SC without Ce
substitution. (a-c) Temperature dependence of the resistivity of La1:85Y0:15CuO4
thin lms annealed with varying (a) oxygen partial pressure, (b) temperature,
and (c) time [73]. (d) Temperature dependence of the resistivity of annealed
Nd2 xCexCuO4 single crystals [74].
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Figure 1.14: Eects of Ce doping and annealing on the lattice constant of electron-
doped cuprates. (a) Lattice constants a and c plotted against x for La2 xSrxCuO4
(top) and Nd2 xCexCuO4 (bottom) [75]. (b) Lattice constants a0 and c0 plotted
against the oxygen pressure during annealing [73]. Samples annealed in 10 4, 10 5,
and 10 6 Torr of oxygen are insulating, and those in 10 7 and 10 8 Torr are SC as
shown in Fig. 1.13 (a).
Figure 1.15: LDA + DMFT calculation for the parent compounds of the cuprate
superconductors [76]. (a),(b) Calculated density of states of T-La2CuO4 in para-
magnetic and AF states, respectively. (c),(d) The same as (a) and (b) for T'-
Nd2CuO4.
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and not charge-transfer insulators [76,89]. This result originates from the relatively
weak correlation in the electron-doped cuprates, and suggests that the band gap
might be closed if the AF correlation could be suciently suppressed.
Inspired by the recent discovery of superconductivity without Ce substitution,
Adachi et al. further improved the annealing method of Brinkmann et al. [70], and
annealed large bulk single crystals of Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4 (x = 0:10) at 800 C
for 24 hours in a vacuum of 10 6 Torr with the sample surfaces covered by powders
of the same materials with the same compositions [90] [Fig. 1.16 (c)]. They call
this new annealing method \protect annealing" method. Although the samples
with such a low Ce concentration have not shown superconductivity in previous
studies by Sun et al. [91] [Fig. 1.16(a)], their samples showed a Tc as high as 27.0 K,
even higher than the Tc's of Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4 with higher Ce concentrations,
as shown in Fig. 1.16 (b) and (d).
We have previously performed ARPES measurements of PLCCO (x = 0:10)
single crystals provided by Adachi et al. with varying annealing conditions [92,93].
While the as-grown sample showed a large pseudogap, the gap was strongly weak-
ened and became unrecognizable unlike all the other previous ARPES studies,
suggesting dramatic reduction of the AF correlation length and/or the magnetic
moment by protect annealing. Electron concentration nFS estimated from Fermi
surface area ranged from 0.12 to 0.18, which was typically larger than the Ce con-
centration x. This suggests that samples were doped with excess electrons probably
due to oxygen deciency induced by protect-annealing. While Ce overdoping sup-
presses Tc rapidly, however, the protect-annealed samples maintain high Tc up to
the electron concentration as high as 0.18, suggesting that the protect annealed
samples posses larger SC dome than conventionally annealed samples. In order
to reveal the eect of protect annealing in more detail, systematic studies with
varying both Ce concentration and annealing conditions are required.
1.7 Motivation
The recent studies on electron-doped cuprates have experimentally demon-
strated that ecient annealing can induce superconductivity in the parent com-
pound of thin lms [19,71,73,77{86] and powdered samples [72,87], and in heavily
underdoped (x  0:05) bulk single crystals [90], but the electronic structure of
those new electron-doped cuprate superconductors is under intense debate. The
most critical issue is whether the superconductivity in the parent compounds occurs
without any carrier doping or not. It has been claimed that the superconductivity
indeed occurs without carrier doping based on the changes in the resistivity and
the lattice constant induced by annealing as described in section 1.6. It may be
true that excessive annealing creates so many oxygen defects that superconductiv-
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Figure 1.16: SC properties of annealed Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4 [92, 93]. (a) Tc's of
Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4 reported in the previous study by Sun et al. (closed triangles)
[91]. Samples are annealed at 850 C for 24 hours under Ar gas ow. The long-
ranged AF phase and SC one are indicated (Denoted by AF and SC, respectively).
A typical phase diagram for a hole-doped cuprate La2 xSrxCuO4 is also shown on
the left-hand side. (b) The same as (a) for the \protect annealed" samples reported
by Adachi et al. [90] (open and closed circles) Samples are annealed at 800 C for
24 hours in vacuum of 10 6 Torr with the sample surfaces covered by powders
of the same materials with the same compositions. (c) Schematic description of
the protect annealing method. (d) Magnetic susceptibility of an annealed PLCCO
single crystal which shows a Tc of 27.0 K.
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Figure 1.17: ARPES spectra of protect-annealed PLCCO (x = 0:10) single crystals
[92,93]. (a) Fermi surface mapping for the as-grown sample (b) Band images along
the cuts indicated in (a). (c,d) The same plots as (a) and (b) for the suciently
protect-annealed sample. (e) Tc values of protect annealed PLCCO (x = 0:10)
plotted against electron concentration nFS estimated from the Fermi surface area.
For comparison, the Tc values of conventionally annealed electron-doped cuprates
reported in previous studies are also plotted against Ce concentration x.
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ity is suppressed, but that fact does not rule out the possibility that appropriately
annealed SC parent compound is already oxygen decient and doped with elec-
trons. The lattice constant is also too indirect for discussion about the carrier
concentration. The in-plane lattice constant should be aected not only by the
carrier concentration but also by the presence of oxygen defects, and hence one
cannot determine the carrier concentration only from the lattice constant. In or-
der to settle this issue, physical quantities which are directly related to the carrier
concentration have to be measured.
The role of annealing, which is the key to induce superconductivity, is also
highly elusive as described in sections 1.3 and 1.4. Our previous ARPES studies
on protect-annealed PLCCO (x = 0:10) samples [92,93] have clearly revealed that
ecient annealing strongly suppresses AF correlation and dopes the system with
electrons. However, since several eects which may be related with each other are
observed at the same time, the precise roles of annealing are still unclear. For
the understanding of the mechanism of annealing, more systematic studies are
necessary.
1.8 Outline of the thesis
In this thesis, we have rst studied the electronic structure of the SC parent
compound by ARPES and hard X-ray core-level photoemission spectroscopy in
chapters 3 and 4, respectively. Electron concentrations of the SC parent compounds
have been determined from observed Fermi surface area and chemical-potential
shifts.
We have then studied the eects of annealing in Chapter 5 through systematic
ARPES measurements on as-grown and protect-annealed PLCCO single crystals
with varying Ce concentrations. Three kinds of annealing eects have been ob-
served: removing Coulomb gap, weakening AF correlation, and doping electrons.
In order to remove the inuence of the electron doping on the other two eects, we
have compared the magnitude of the Coulomb gap and AF gap between as-grown
and protect-annealed samples with the same electron concentration (but with dif-
ferent Ce concentrations). We have thus disentangled the roles of annealing. The
origin of the observed annealing eects is discussed from the viewpoint of oxygen
occupancy.
Chapters 6 and 7 are devoted to the momentum dependence of the AF gap
and SC gap of the protect-annealed PLCCO single crystals studied by ARPES,
which will advance our understanding of the nature of AF uctuations and super-
conductivity in the electron-doped cuprates. Summary and conclusion about the
electronic structure of the SC parent compound and the eect of annealing are
given in chapter 8.

Chapter 2
Experimental methods and
principles
2.1 Photoemission spectroscopy
In this section, the basic principles of photoemission spectroscopy (PES) are
summarized.
2.1.1 General formulation
PES is a powerful tool to directly observe the electronic structure of solids.
Figure 2.1 illustrates a schematic diagram of PES. Photoemission is a phenomenon
that photoelectrons are emitted when photons which have a suciently high energy
are absorbed by the electrons in solids. From the energy conservation law, kinetic
energy in vacuum Evackin measured from the vacuum level Evac satises
Evackin = h     EB; (2.1)
where  is the work function of the solid, and EB is the binding energy relative
to the Fermi level (EF). Thus, we can know how strongly the electrons are bound
in the solid by measuring the kinetic energy of the emitted photoelectrons. In the
real experiment, kinetic energy inside the sample measured from EF (Ekin) rather
than Evackin can be determined. Then, it is convenient to use
Ekin = h   EB: (2.2)
In the one-electron approximation, photoemission process corresponds to the
transition of one Bloch electron from the initial state kj to the nal state kj0
above the vacuum level (j and j0 are indexes for the states). Assuming that the
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the principle of PES. The relationship between
the energy levels in a solid and the photoemission spectrum.
wave function of other N   1 electrons does not change by the sudden removal of
one electron, energy conservation gives
Ekin = h + k; (2.3)
where k denotes the energy level of the initial Bloch state. If we apply this
approximation, the photoemission spectrum I(EB) can be expressed as
I(EB) /
X
k
(EB + k) / N( EB): (2.4)
Thus, when the one-electron approximation is valid, the photoemission spectrum
is proportional to the density of the occupied one-electron states N(E).
2.1.2 Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) can probe not only the
energies but also the momenta of electrons in solids by using conservation laws,
and the band structure is directly determined by combining these informations.
Figure 2.2 schematically shows a diagram of the emission of an electron from a
solid to vacuum through the surface. In the photoexcitation by low energy photons,
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the principle of ARPES. (a) Energy levels of the
electrons after photoexcitation or emission through the surface. (b) Relation of
the wave vectors before and after the emission through the sample surface. Upper
and lower gures show the situation of outside and inside the sample, respectively.
the momentum of the incident photon h=c is small enough to be neglected, and
the wave number of the electron is conserved before and after the photoexcitation
except for the reciprocal lattice vector of the initial state (Ki) and that of the nal
one (Kf ):
Kf =Ki +G; (2.5)
where G = (2nx=a; 2ny=a; 2nz=a) is a reciprocal lattice vector, and nx, ny, and
nz are integer.
Assuming that the nal state of the excited electron is a free electron with a
mass me, energy conservation gives
Ekin =
h2(K2fk +K
2
f?)
2me
  E0; (2.6)
whereKfk andKf? denote the wave vectors of the nal state parallel and perpen-
dicular to the surface, respectively. When the electron is emitted from the sample
as shown in Fig. 2.2(b), the wave vector parallel to the surface is conserved. There-
fore, by considering Eq. (2.5) the following relationship is satised between the
wave vector of the emitted electron and that of the initial state parallel to the
surface, kfk and Kik,
kfk =Kfk =Kik +Gk; (2.7)
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where Gk is the component of the reciprocal lattice vector parallel to the surface.
The wave vector of the emitted electron parallel and perpendicular to the surface
(kfk and kf?) can be expressed using polar emission angle  as
hkfk =
p
2meEvackin sinek (2.8)
hkf? =
p
2meEvackin cose?; (2.9)
where ek and e? are unit vectors.
Summarizing Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), (2.6)-(2.9), we can know both the binding energy
EB and the momentum Ki of the hole produced by the photoemission process as
hKik =
p
2me(h     EB)sinek +Gk (2.10)
hKi? =
p
2me[(h     EB)cos2 + V0]e? +G?: (2.11)
V0 = E0+ is called \inner potential??and should be assumed in the experiment.
If the material under study is a two-dimensional system such as a high-Tc cuprate,
EB andKik give enough information to map the entire band structure. Using polar
emission angle , Kik can be further decomposed to Kix and Kiy as
hKix =
p
2me(h     EB)sincos+ 2n
0
x
a
(2.12)
hKiy =
p
2me(h     EB)sinsin+
2n0y
b
; (2.13)
where n0x and n
0
y are integers.
2.1.3 Spectral function and self energy
The one-electron approximation described above is no longer valid in a strongly
correlated material such as high-Tc superconductors. In this case, one should take
many-body eects into account.
In more generalized description, photoemission (inverse photoemission) process
is regarded as the removal (addition) of an electron from the ground state j	Ng i of
the N -electron system with the energy ENg , leaving the system in an excited state
j	N 1n i (j	N+1n i) of the (N   1)-electron ((N +1)-electron)system with the energy
EN 1n (E
N+1
n ). Then, using Fermi's golden rule, the intensity of photoemission
and inverse photoemission spectrum, which now corresponds to the single-particle
excitation spectrum called a \spectral function ??of the system, is expressed as
A(k; ) =
X
n
h	N 1n jckj	Ng i2 (+ EN 1n   ENg )
+
X
n
h	N+1n jcykj	Ng i2 (+ EN+1n   ENg ) (2.14)
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where ck and c
y
k are the annihilation and creation operators of an electron with
the momentum k,respectively, and   Ekin   h. This function can be rewritten
using single-particle Green's function. Green's function G(k; t) is dened as
G(k; t) =   i
h
(t)h	Ng jfck(t); cykgj	Ng i; (2.15)
where  denotes the Heaviside step function, fA;Bg  AB + BA, and A(t) 
eiHt=hAe iHt=h. By Fourier-transforming Eq. (2.15) with respect to t, we obtain
Green's function as the function of energy G(k; ),
G(k; ) =  i
h
Z 1
0
dth	Ng jfck(t); cykgj	Ng iei(+i0
+)t=h
=  i
h
X
n
jh	N+1n jcykj	Ng ij2
Z 1
0
dteiE
N
g t=he iE
N+1
n t=hei(+i0
+)t=h
  i
h
X
n
jh	N 1n jckj	Ng ij2
Z 1
0
dteiE
N 1
n t=he iE
N
g t=hei(+i0
+)t=h
=
X
n
jh	N+1n jcykj	Ng ij2
+ i0+   EN+1n + ENg
+
X
n
jh	N 1n jckj	Ng ij2
+ i0+ + EN 1n   ENg
(2.16)
=
X
n
jh	N+1n jcykj	Ng ij2

P
  EN+1n + ENg
  i(  EN+1n + ENg )

+
X
n
jh	N 1n jckj	Ng ij2

P
+ EN 1n   ENg
  i(+ EN 1n   ENg )

;
(2.17)
where P denotes the principal value of the integral. Here, the relation 1=(xi0+) =
P (1=x)i(x) has been used. Then, the imaginary part of G(k; ) gives the above
mentioned spectral function A(k; ) as
  1

ImG(k; ) =
X
n
jh	N+1n jcykj	Ng ij2(  EN+1n + ENg )
+
X
n
jh	N 1n jckj	Ng ij2(+ EN 1n   ENg )
=A(k; ): (2.18)
In the one-electron approximation, dening the energy of one Bloch state kj
as k,
EN+1n   ENg = k(if kj is unoccupied) (2.19)
EN 1n   ENg =  k(if kj is occupied): (2.20)
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the photosmission spectral function A(k; ). (a)
Spectral function A(k; ) at a given k when the one-electron approximation is valid
(top) and when the many body eect is taken into account (bottom). (b) Deviation
of the band dispersion aected by the electron-electron interaction from the bare
band.
By substituting Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) for Eq. (2.16), the Green's function in the
one-electron approximation can be written as
G(k; ) =
1
  k + i0+ ; (2.21)
and the following equation is obtained.
A(k; ) = (  k): (2.22)
This is nothing else but the relation obtained in Eq. (2.4). The resulting spec-
tral function at a xed momentum and obtained band dispersion are displayed in
Fig. 2.3(a) and (b), respectively.
In the many body system, the self energy (k; ), which includes a renormaliza-
tion from all the interactions between electrons, is introduced to the single-particle
Green's function as
G(k; )  1
  k   (k; ) : (2.23)
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This equation is called Dyson's equation. In this case, the spectral function is
written as
A(k; )   1

ImG(k; )
=  1

Im(k; )
(  k   Re(k; ))2 + (Im(k; ))2 : (2.24)
Then, the solution of the equation
 = k +Re(k; ); (2.25)
 = k, gives a peak of A(k; ), and momentum dispersion of this peak gives a band
dispersion. Re(k; ) shifts the energy at a momentum k and Im(k; ) broaden
the spectral width as shown in Fig. 2.3(b).
From a Taylor expansion of the Re(k; ) around  = k substituting it for Eq.
(2.24),
A(k; ) '  Zk(

k)

Zk(

k)Im(k; )
(  k)2 + (Zk(k)Im(k; ))2
; (2.26)
where
Zk(k; 
) 
 
1  @Re(k; )
@

=k
! 1
< 1: (2.27)
Zk(

k) < 1 is called a renormalization factor. As shown in Fig. 2.3(a), the peak
position of the quasi-particle, which is called coherence part, is located at  = k
with a spectral weight of Zk(

k) and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
 2zk(k)Im(k; k). The remaining spectral weight is distributed in the incoherent
part away from EF.
In the vicinity of EF, 

k can be written as 

k = v

k(k kF), where vk( jrkj) is
the renormalized Fermi velocity and k is taken perpendicular to the Fermi surface.
Then the momentum distribution curve (MDC) is given by
A(k; ) =  Zk=v

k

ZkIm(k; )=v

k
(k   (kF + =vk))2 + (ZkIm(k; )=vk)2
: (2.28)
Thus, the MDC is given by a Lorentzian with FWHM of k() = 2jZkIm(k; )=vkj,
if the k-dependence of Zk, Im(k; ) and v

k along the cut can be neglected.
Since the Green's function is a linear response function, the real and imaginary
part of it follows a Kramers-Kronig relation. Therefore, Re(k; ) and Im(k; )
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Figure 2.4: Data taken with the angular mode of a Scienta analyzer for
Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4. (a) Intensity plot in the energy-momentum space at the
nodal direction. (b) EDC at k = kF. (c) MDC at E = EF. (d) Energy dependence
of the MDC width derived from tting the MDCs to a Lorentzian.
also follows a Kramers-Kronig relation as
Re(k; ) =
1

P
Z 1
 1
Im(k; !)
  ! d! (2.29)
Im(k; ) =  1

P
Z 1
 1
Re(k; !)
  ! d!: (2.30)
This relation must be satised regardless of the nature of the system, hence is
useful to estimate the self energy of the target system.
Figure 2.4 summarizes a relationship between the obtained ARPES spectra,
momentum distribution curve (MDC), and energy distribution curve (EDC).
2.1.4 Electron escape depth
Photoemission spectroscopy is a surface sensitive technique. The escape depth
of photoelectrons are determined by electron-electron and electron-phonon interac-
tions. Generally, electron-phonon scattering plays a role only at low energies below
the phonon frequencies. The escape depth of the electrons  is then determined
by electron-electron interaction. The cross-section for electron-electron scattering
 is given by
d2
d
d"
=
h2
ea0
1
q2
Im   1
(q; ")
; (2.31)
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Figure 2.5: The escape depth of electrons in solids. Dashed curves indicate the
approximate range for the experimental data [94]. Photoemission using VUV light
is highly surface sensitive with the escape depth of  10 A, and while hard X-
ray photoemission is relatively bulk sensitive with the escape depth of  100 A.
Reprinted from ref. [95]
where (q; ") is the dielectric function, hq is the momentum transfer and " is
energy transfer in the scattering process. a0 = 0.529 A, and 
 is the solid angle
into which the electrons are scattered. Although (q; ") is material dependent,
the escape depth as a function of energy roughly follows the universal curve as
shown in Fig. 2.5 [94,95]. Then, except for small energies (< 10 eV), the electrons
in solids can be approximately described by free-electron gas. In that case, the
plasma frequency, which is a function of only the electron density or the mean
electron-electron distance rs determines the loss function Im. The inverse escape
depth  1 is thus described by rs, which is roughly equal for all materials, and one
obtains
 1 =
p
3
a0R
Ekin
r 3=2s ln

4
9
3=2
Ekin
R
rs ; (2.32)
where R = 13:6 eV, and rs is measured in units of a0. Therefore, electron-
escape depth  is given as a function of kinetic energy of electron Ekin as observed
experimentally in Fig. 2.5, and almost all materials show a similar dependence of
the mean electron escape depth.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic description of the photoemission measurement system.
2.2 Experimental setup
2.2.1 Photosmission measurement system
Figure 2.6 shows a schematic description of the photoemission measurement
system. The sample is introduced in the bank chamber and transferred to the
main chamber via the preparation chamber. Under the ultra-high vacuum in the
main chamber, the sample is cleaved for the clean surface not degraded by gas
molecules. Electrons are emitted by the excitation of the incident photons, entering
the electron lens, and are focused by electrostatic elds. The photoelectrons are
deaccelerated by a retarding potential VR before entering a hemispherical electron
analyzer. The analyzer transmits only photoelectrons with a given energy (pass
energy EP). The relationship between the retarding potential VR and the pass
energy EP is given by
EP =Ekin   eVR   A (2.33)
=
eVP
R2=R1  R1=R2 ; (2.34)
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Figure 2.7: Schematic diagram inside of the analyzer, and energy levels of the
sample and analyzer. (a) The loci of the emitted photoelectrons through the hemi-
spherical electron analyzer. (b) The diagram showing potential and energy levels
for the sample and analyzer.
where A is the work function of the analyzer as shown in Fig. 2.7(b), and VP
is the applied voltage between the inner and outer spheres of the hemispherical
analyzer. Electrons are multiplied by a micro-channel plate (MCP) and nally
detected by a CCD camera as light spots on the uorescent screen. This multi-
channel detection system using MCP has a high detection eciency because each
channel can multiply the electrons which have dierent momenta and energies at
the same time.
The energy resolution E is determined by the slit width w and the radii of
the inner and outer hemispheres, R1 and R2:
E =
wEP
R1 +R2
: (2.35)
In order to sweep Ekin, either EP or VR has to be swept considering Eq. (2.33). In
a real experiment, however, EP is usually kept as a constant and VR is swept so
that E is kept constant regardless of Ekin.
2.2.2 MBE growth system
Figure 2.8 schematically shows MBE growth system in NTT Basic Research
Laboratories. The MBE growth is carried out by electron beam co-evaporation
from metal sources in a custom designed UHV chamber. As an oxidizing agent,
either O3 gas with  10 % concentration or O generated from RF-activated source
is used. To monitor the evaporation rate element specically, electron impact emis-
sion spectroscopy (EIES) is employed. Inside the EIES sensor, thermal electrons
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Figure 2.8: Schematic illustration of the multi-source oxide MBE setup in NTT
Basic Research Laboratories [96]. EIES: Electron Impact Emission Spectroscopy
sensor, PMT: PhotoMultiplier Tube, RHEED: Reection High-Energy Electron
Diraction, QCM; Quartz Crystal Microbalance.
from the lament hit the evaporated metal and excite it. The light emitted in
the course of relaxation is guided to the photomultiplier tube (PMT) through an
optical lter. Since the wave length of emitted light depends on the element, one
can obtain element-specic information about the evaporation by using the proper
lter. The detected signal is converted to the electrical one, and utilized for the
stable evaporation of the metal.
Chapter 3
Film growth and angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy of the
superconducting parent
compound Pr2CuO4
Part of this chapter has been published in \As-grown superconducting Pr2CuO4
under thermodynamic constraints", Y. Krockenberger, M. Horio, H. Irie, A. Fuji-
mori, and H. Yamamoto, Appl. Phys. Express 8, 053101 (2015).
3.1 Introduction
After 30 years since the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in
cuprates, it is now well established that the superconductivity emerges by doping
holes into antiferromagnetic (AF) insulating parent compounds. On the other
hand, superconductivity emerging by doping electrons is far less investigated.
Ln2CuO4 (Ln: rare earth) with the T' structure, where Cu takes a square-planar
coordination, is the parent material of the electron-doped cuprate superconductors
and widely considered to be an AF Mott insulator. Generally, electron doping
by substituting Ce4+ for Ln3+ alone cannot induce superconductivity to the T'-
type cuprates, but an additional procedure of post-growth annealing in a reducing
atmosphere is required [1]. In early neutron-scattering studies, it has been con-
cluded that oxygen atoms which occupy the apical sites diuse out of the sample
by annealing [24,25], but in a more recent Raman-scattering study, it has been sug-
gested that the removal takes place from the regular (CuO2- and/or LnO layer-)
oxygen sites [28]. Although the microscopic eect of annealing thus remain elu-
sive, as-grown samples typically have excess oxygen [97] and a small fraction of the
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oxygen atoms are removed by annealing. Iodometric titration and thermogravi-
metric analyses have revealed that the amount of the removed oxygen depends on
Ce concentrations [22, 23]: 0.07 out of 4 oxygen atoms is removed from the par-
ent compound Nd2CuO4, while only 0.01 oxygen is removed from the optimally
doped Nd2 xCexCuO4. That small amount of reduction, however, dramatically
suppresses the AF order (reduce the AF correlation length and/or the local mag-
netic moment) [28] and reduces quasi-particle scattering [26], inducing supercon-
ductivity to the Ce-doped sample.
Recently, it has been demonstrated that thin-lm samples of T'-type cuprates
can exhibit superconductivity without any Ce doping by properly annealing them
[19,71,73,77{86]. Surprisingly, a superconducting (SC) transition temperature (Tc)
of the SC parent compound is typically 1-3 K higher than those of the conventional
optimally Ce-doped superconductors with doping level of  0:15. The observation
has brought about much controversy, casting doubt on the general assumption that
the parent compound of the cuprate superconductor is an AF Mott insulator. In a
depth-resolved SR study, it has been observed that fast relaxation due to AF spin
ordering is suppressed inside the bulk of the SC Pr2CuO4 thin lms [98], suggesting
that the superconductivity indeed occurs in the bulk. The fact that the parent
compound can be SC, however, does not straightforwardly mean that the T'-type
cuprates can be SC at half-lling, since oxygen reduction by annealing could aect
the carrier concentration. In fact, changes in the Neel temperature [31] and the
optical conductivity [99] for bulk Nd2 xCexCuO4 crystals caused by annealing have
been found to be similar to that by 0.03-0.05 Ce doping, although those physical
properties are not directly related to electron concentrations. Furthermore, our
recent angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) studies as well as an
ARPES study by Wei et al. have directly revealed additional electron doping with
annealing by estimating carrier concentration from observed Fermi surface area
[93,100]. In order to answer the critical question of whether T'-type cuprates can be
SC at half-lling or not, experimental probes sensitive to the carrier concentration
need to be applied to the SC parent compounds.
In the present chapter, we report ARPES measurements on the SC parent
compound Pr2CuO4 and directly estimate carrier concentration. Since surface
sensitive measurements using vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light are necessary for
high-resolution ARPES, sample surfaces have to be kept clean without exposure
to air. However, for the reduction annealing, which has been mandatory to induce
superconductivity in the parent compounds, one has to take the sample out fof the
ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) growth chamber, and then the sample surface is imme-
diately contaminated. To solve this problem, we synthesized SC parent compounds
Pr2CuO4 without ex-situ annealing.
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Figure 3.1: Growth temperature-substrate lattice constant phase diagram of
Pr2CuO4 thin lms synthesized on (001) SrTiO3 (STO), (110) GdScO3 (GSO),
and (110) SmScO3 (SSO). The same quantities on (001) (LaAlO3)0:3(Sr2AlTaO6)0:7
(LSAT), (110) DyScO3 (DSO), (110) TbScO3 (TSO), (110) NdScO3 (NSO), and
(110) PrScO3 (PSO) were taken from ref. [101] and plotted together. The partial
oxygen pressure during the growth was 1  10 7 Torr.
3.2 Growth of as-grown superconducting Pr2CuO4
thin lms
Photoemission spectroscopy using incident photons in the energy range of soft
X rays can probe deep inside the crystal and, therefore, dicult surface treatment
is not mandatory, but the photoionization cross-section for the 3d orbital is small
and both momentum and energy resolutions are not suciently good. High resolu-
tion photoemission with VUV light, which is unfortunately highly surface sensitive,
is, therefore, required for the present purpose. Due to high surface sensitivity of the
technique, one must prepare clean sample surfaces without exposing the sample to
the air. Most of the SC parent compounds of the electron-doped cuprates reported
so far needed annealing in a small furnace under precisely controlled pressure and
temperature conditions after taken out of the UHV growth chamber [86], upon
which the surface was immediately degraded. For ARPES measurements, there-
fore, it is mandatory to synthesize SC parent compound inside the UHV growth
chamber without ex-situ annealing. Recently, it has been reported that La2CuO4
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Figure 3.2: X-ray diraction of Pr2CuO4 thin lms. (a) Reciprocal space mapping
of Pr2CuO4 coherently grown on GdScO3 (110). (b)-(d) X-ray diraction pattern
taken around the (006) peak of Pr2CuO4 grown on SrTiO3 (001), GdScO3 (110),
and SmScO3 (110), respectively.
with the T' structure can be made SC without ex-situ annealing [86]. However,
the T'-type La2CuO4 undergoes a gradual relaxation from the T' to the T struc-
ture just after the growth and hence is not suitable for ARPES measurements,
which typically take 10-20 hours. Considering that T'-type cuprates with larger
lanthanides are empirically easier to be made SC [84], we synthesized Pr2CuO4
under various growth conditions, aiming at making the sample SC without ex-situ
annealing.
Thin lms of Pr2CuO4 with 100 nm thickness were grown using the molecular
beam epitaxy method in a custom designed UHV chamber at NTT Basic Research
Laboratories. O2 in mixture with O3 was continuously own into the UHV growth
chamber during the growth as an oxidizing agent. Typically, Pr2CuO4 thin lms
are grown at 650-750 C under the oxygen (O2 + O3) pressure of 510 6 Torr, but
contain considerable amount of excess oxygen and are insulating. For the induction
of superconductivity, growth conditions at higher temperature and lower oxygen
pressure were explored to avoid excess oxygen. Since this exploration brought the
growth condition closer to the thermodynamic phase instability, thereby making
easier the decomposition of Pr2CuO4 into Pr2O3, CuO2, and/or CuO, we used
substrates whose in-plane lattice constants were close to that of the bulk Pr2CuO4
crystal (a  3:9588 A), specically, GdScO3 (110) with a = 3:963 A and SmScO3
(110) with a = 3:990 A where a represents a pseudocubic in-plane lattice con-
stant, in addition to the most frequently used SrTiO3 (001) with a = 3:905 A. In
general, reducing lattice mismatch enables coherent growth of thin lms retaining
the lattice constant of the substrate and help the stabilization of desired phases.
Figure 3.1 shows the growth phase diagram of Pr2CuO4 thin lm plotted against
the in-plane lattice constant of the substrate and the growth temperature, and high-
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lights the critical role of the substrate for the growth of Pr2CuO4 thin lms. When
synthesized at a low oxygen pressure 1  10 7 Torr on a SrTiO3 (001) substrate,
a large lattice mismatch made the thin lm relaxed and eventually decomposed
it at high temperatures above  700 C. On SmScO3 (110), Pr2CuO4 was grown
coherently at low temperatures, but it was relaxed above  700 C. On the other
hand, on GdScO3O (110), whose in-plane lattice constant is the closest to the value
of the bulk crystal, Pr2CuO4 was grown up to  800 C without losing coherency.
The coherent growth on GSO (110) is evidenced by the reciprocal space mapping
shown in Fig. 3.2(a). The diraction spots from the sample and from the substrate
have exactly the same wave number in the x direction, indicating that the in-plane
lattice constant is identical. The coherently grown Pr2CuO4 lm on GdScO3 (110)
also exhibits Laue fringes, which are absent in the relaxed lm on SrTiO3 (001),
and sharper diraction peaks, indicating a higher degree of crystalline perfection.
Coherency thus enables the growth of high-quality thin lms under a thermody-
namically unstable condition, which is not accessible when the lattice is relaxed.
We have grown more than one hundred Pr2CuO4 thin lms on GdScO3 (110)
and found that with increasing temperature and decreasing oxygen pressure, the
c-axis lattice constant of the Pr2CuO4 thin lm was reduced, suggesting the diu-
sion of oxygen atoms out of the sample. The lattice contraction along the c-axis
was accompanied by the reduction of the resistivity by more than one order of
magnitude as shown in Fig. 3.3(a), demonstrating the critical role played by the
oxygen content. Eventually, superconductivity was realized in samples with the
c-axis parameter shorter than 12.200 A grown under the condition indicated in
Fig. 3.1. In Fig. 3.3(b), the resistivity of a typical as-grown SC Pr2CuO4 lm is
plotted. Tc was 25.0 K and the residual resistivity ratio (RRR) (= 30K=300K)
was 6.1, indicating that the SC state is similar to that in the ex-situ annealed
Pr2CuO4 [19]. Thus, we successfully obtained SC as-grown Pr2CuO4 by coherent
growth under a reducing condition, instead of annealing it ex-situ under a reducing
condition after the growth.
3.3 Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy of
Pr2CuO4 thin lms
ARPES experiments were carried out at beamline 2A of Photon Factory with
circularly polarized h = 55 eV photons. The total energy resolution was set at 35
meV. X-ray photoemission measurement was also performed to check the surface
condition with linearly polarized h = 1200 eV photons. All the measurements
were performed under the pressure better than 7 10 11 Torr and at 15 K.
Pr2CuO4 thin lms for ARPES measurement were grown as described in the
section 3.2. Two Pr2CuO4 samples were measured: one was non-SC with the c-
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Figure 3.3: Superconductivity in as-grown Pr2CuO4 thin lms. (a) Resistivity of
Pr2CuO4 grown on GdScO3 (110) at 300 K (300K) plotted against c-axis length.
The samples are classied into three categories: insulating (red circles), metallic
with an onset of superconductivity (green circles), and SC (blue circles). (b) Re-
sistivity of a representative SC Pr2CuO4 sample grown on GdScO3 (110) at 790
C and 7 10 8 Torr partial oxygen pressure.
Figure 3.4: Resistivity of the SC Pr2CuO4 thin lm plotted against temperatures.
The inset magnies the SC transition.
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axis length of 12.207 A and the other was SC with the Tc of 25.5 K, which was
conrmed by resistivity measurement after the ARPES measurement as shown in
Fig. 3.4, and with the c-axis length of 12.190 A _Both of the samples were grown
under the oxygen pressure of 210 6 Torr, but the growth temperature was set at
780 C for the SC sample, and 760 C for the non-SC sample. The distance between
a O3-injection nozzle and the sample, which aected the O3 concentration at the
sample position, was 3 mm and 5 mm for SC and non-SC samples, respectively.
In order to keep the surface of as-grown SC Pr2CuO4 thin lm clean until the
ARPES measurement, Se capping was employed. After the growth, the sample
was immediately cooled down to 70 C and amorphous Se was evaporated to the
thickness of 50 nm onto the sample under the vacuum of  110 9 Torr to protect
the sample surface before taken out of the growth chamber. Prior to the ARPES
measurement, the sample was heated inside the preparation chamber at 150 C for
30 minutes under the vacuum better than 2 10 9 Torr to desorb the Se cap, and
then transferred in-situ to the measurement chamber. Although this Se-capping
method is now widely used for VUV APRES measurements on thin lms of the
topological insulator Bi2Se3 [102] and the iron-based superconductor FeSe [103], it
is not trivial if it is also applicable to metal oxides such as Pr2CuO4. To examine
the surface condition, we rst measured core-level photoemission spectra using soft
X rays. Figure 3.5(a) shows X-ray photoemission spectra in a wide energy range
before and after the decapping procedure. While the spectrum is dominated by Se
core-level peaks in the presence of the Se cap, once the sample is heated, core-level
peaks of Pr, Cu, and O emerges. The intense Se 3d peaks become unrecognizable
after heating [Fig. 3.5(b)], indicating that the desorption of amorphous Se was
almost complete. The emergent O 1s core level has a sharp peak and a long tail
on the higher binding energy side. The intensity of the shoulder at  531 eV is
comparable to that of Nd2 xCexCuO4 single crystals cleaved in-situ in a previous
soft X-ray photoemission study [104]. Therefore, the Se cap seemingly protected
the surface of Pr2CuO4 from contamination rather eciently.
After removing the Se cap, ARPES measurements have been performed using
VUV photons. We have measured two Pr2CuO4 thin lms with dierent physi-
cal properties: One was non-SC and the other was SC with the Tc of 25.5 K as
shown in Fig. 3.4. Fermi surfaces and band dispersion were successfully observed
for both samples as shown in Fig. 3.6. For the non-SC sample, in moving from
the node [Fig. 3.6(b1)] to the hot spot [Fig. 3.6(b2)], where Fermi surface and AF
Brillouin-zone boundary cross, the band is gradually gapped. This gap is char-
acteristic of the electron-doped cuprates and called an AF pseudogap. The gap
originates from band folding due to AF short range order [45{47,105]. Approach-
ing the antinode, the upper part of the split band is lowered, crosses EF, and
produces nite spectral intensity just below EF [Fig. 3.6(b3)]. The resulting Fermi
surface shown in Fig. 3.6(a) is discontinuous and unclear other than the antinodal
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Figure 3.5: X-ray photoemission spectra of Pr2CuO4 thin lm before and after
removing the Se capping layer. (a) Survey spectra in a wide energy range. (b,c) Se
3d and O 1s spectra, respectively. An integral type background has been subtracted
from both spectra.
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Figure 3.6: ARPES spectra of Pr2CuO4 thin lms. (a) Fermi surface of non-SC
Pr2CuO4. (b1-b4) Band images taken along the cuts indicated in (a). (c) Fermi
surface of SC Pr2CuO4. (d1-d4) Band images taken along the cuts indicated in
(c).
segment. On the other hand, for the SC sample, spectral intensity at the hot spot
is recovered [Fig. 3.6(d2)] and the Fermi surface becomes continuous [Fig. 3.6(c)],
suggesting strong suppression of AF correlation. These changes indicate that the
parent compound of the electron-doped cuprates is in the competing state between
antiferromagnetism and superconductivity, and the balance can be modied by the
oxygen content.
For more detailed information about the electronic structure of SC Pr2CuO4,
energy distribution curves (EDCs) were extracted from several kF points from
the nodal to antinodal regions [Fig. 3.7(a)]. Spectral intensity is rather weak
around the node, and the peak intensity develops on approaching the antinode.
However, if an EDC taken from the momentum region near (, ) is subtracted as
the momentum-independent extrinsic background [45] and normalized to the peak
height, a sharp quasi-particle peak becomes visible on the entire Fermi surface of
the SC lm [Fig. 3.7(b)]. There is no gap anywhere on the Fermi surface, but
two-peak structure, which is indicative of AF band splitting, is observed for EDCs
near the hot spot. The peak intensity was also found to vary along the Fermi
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surface by normalizing the EDCs to the intensity at high binding energies ( 0:4
eV  E EF   0:25 eV) after the background subtraction, thereby excluding the
eect of the momentum-dependent matrix element, as shown in Fig. 3.7(c). The
intensity integrated within E   EF = 20 meV is plotted in Fig. 3.7(d) against
the Fermi surface angle  dened in the inset. Upon moving away from the node
( = 45), the spectral intensity decreases, and takes a minimum at the hot spot,
but on approaching the antinode ( = 0), the intensity is recovered to the level
close to that of the nodal region. The clear suppression of the intensity at EF
around the hot spot can be attributed to the increase of quasi-particle scattering
between two hot spots by AF correlation with a propagation vector of (, ) [45].
The present analysis has thus revealed that the (, ) AF uctuations persist
in the SC Pr2CuO4. It is important to compare the observed AF signature to that
of conventional Ce-doped superconductors. Since Nd2 xCexCuO4 has been most
systematically studied by ARPES [45, 48, 69] and the traditional phase diagrams
for Nd2 xCexCuO4 and Pr2 xCexCuO4 are not very dierent [5, 106], we made
comparisons with Nd2 xCexCuO4. The magnitude of the AF band splitting 
estimated from the position of the peak at the highest energy was 100 meV for
SC Pr2CuO4, which is comparable to those observed in optimally to overdoped
Nd2 xCexCuO4 (x = 0:15-0.17) [45, 48]. As for the spectral intensity, the lowest
energy peak was always the largest in SC Pr2CuO4, while in optimally doped
Nd2 xCexCuO4 (x = 0:15) measured by Armitage et al. with the same photon
energy as the present study, the second peak became larger than the lowest energy
one near the hot spot [45]. Taking all into account, SC Pr2CuO4 has a weaker
signature of antiferromagnetism, that is, shorter AF correlation length and/or
smaller magnetic moment than the conventional optimally doped Nd2 xCexCuO4.
This is intriguing considering the fact that the Tc of SC Pr2CuO4 is even higher
than that of the optimally doped sample.
Now we discuss the electron concentration of the SC parent compound which
can be estimated from the area of the Fermi surface assuming Luttinger theorem
[107]. In Fig. 3.8(a), kF positions of SC Pr2CuO4 determined from the peaks of
the momentum distribution curves (MDCs) integrated within the energy window
of EF  10 meV are plotted. The kF positions extracted in a wide momentum
region shown in Fig. 3.6(c) were gathered to a quarter of the Brillouin zone by
symmetry operation, and then symmetrized against  -(, ) line. Error bars were
dened as full width at 90 % of the maximum of the tted curves. Obtained large
hole-like Fermi surface centered at (, ) is consistent with a calculation using
local density approximation (LDA) [108], and there is no appreciable distortion
around the hot spot, indicating negligible eect of the AF correlation on the Fermi
surface. As displayed in Fig. 3.8(a), the Fermi surface was satisfactorily tted to
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Figure 3.7: EDCs on the Fermi surface of the SC Pr2CuO4 sample. (a) EDCs of the
SC sample along the Fermi surface from the nodal to antinodal region. The EDCs
are not normalized. The background spectrum, which was taken from the momen-
tum region near (, ), is also plotted (gray dashed curve) with each EDC. (b)
EDCs normalized to the peak height after background subtraction. Peak positions
are indicated by vertical bars. (c) EDCs normalized to the intensity integrated in
the region  0:4 eV  E   EF   0:25 eV. after background subtraction. The
inset shows the corresponding momentum positions. (d) Momentum dependence
of the peak intensity integrated within E  EF = 20 meV. The values have been
normalized to that at the nodal point. The Fermi surface angle  is dened in the
inset.
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the tight-binding model,
   =0   2t(cos kxa+ cos kya)
  4t0cos kxa cos kya  2t"(cos 2kxa+ cos 2kya); (3.1)
where t, t0, and t00 denote the transfer integrals between the nearest-neighbor,
second-nearest-neighbor, and third-nearest-neighbor Cu sites, respectively, and 0
represents the central energy level of the band relative to the chemical potential
. Fixing t00=t0 at -0.50 in the course of the tting, we obtained t0=t =  0:22
and 0=t =  0:10. Fitted hole Fermi surface centered at (, ) occupied 41.5
% of the Brillouin zone, which means that the actual electron-doping level nFS
is 0.170  0.020, considerably deviating from half lling. To demonstrate the
experimental accuracy, the Fermi surface whose area corresponds to half lling
was reproduced by shifting the chemical potential, and was potted in Fig. 3.8(a).
Experimentally determined kF points are unambiguously o the curve, and hence
one can safely conclude that SC Pr2CuO4 has a larger amount of electrons in
the CuO2 planes than half lling. The present doping level is in the overdoped
range of the conventional Ce-doped samples. Since Ce is not substituted in the
present samples, the deviation from half lling should be attributed to oxygen non-
stoichiometry. In the present case, oxygen deciency in the CuO2 planes and/or
the PrO layer probably introduced electrons to the parent compound.
As for the non-SC Pr2CuO4, the band gap opened around the hot spots and the
Fermi surface was reconstructed due to AF uctuations. However, in the energy
region deeper than the magnitude of the AF pseudogap, the original electronic
structure without inuence of antiferromagnetism should be retained, and hence
the constant-energy surface slightly below EF contains the information equivalent
to the Fermi surface at EF [49]. In Fig. 3.8, peak positions of the MDCs at 150 meV
below EF are plotted for both SC and non-SC Pr2CuO4 samples. The constant-
energy surface of the non-SC sample is round in shape as in SC sample, although
slight distortion is still recognized around the hot spots. Comparing the MDCs
along the nodal and antinodal cuts, the peak positions are close to (, ) for the
SC sample (Fig. 3.8(c) and (d), respectively). The size of the constant-energy
surface is thus smaller for that of the SC sample with a shorter c-axis parameter,
and hence with less oxygen, supporting the claim that oxygen deciency can dope
the system with electrons.
Figure 3.8(e) shows the relationship between t0=t, which controls the curvature
of the Fermi surface, and the in-plane lattice constant for various electron-doped
cuprates. It has been known from a previous ARPES study on Ce-doped sin-
gle crystals that  t0=t increases with increasing in-plane lattice constant [50, 93].
The  t0=t of the present SC Pr2CuO4 samples is consistent with that tendency,
suggesting that not only the carrier concentrations but also basic parameters char-
acterizing the electronic structure such as hopping parameters are similar between
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Figure 3.8: Fermi surfaces of Pr2CuO4 lms. (a) kF points of the SC sample deter-
mined from the peak positions of the MDCs integrated within EF  10 meV (red
dots) and tted to the tight-binding model (solid curve). The area of the tted
Fermi surface corresponds to the electron concentration nFS of 0.170. For compari-
son, the Fermi surface for nFS = 0 (dashed curve) obtained by shifting the chemical
potential is also plotted. (b) Peak positions of MDCs at E = EF   150 meV inte-
grated within the energy window of10 meV for the SC and non-SC Pr2CuO4 sam-
ples. (c,d) MDCs at the energy of E = EF  150 meV taken along the cut #1 and
#2 indicated in (b) and tted to a Lorentzian. Error bars of the peak positions are
indicated by horizontal bars. (e)  t0=t, which represents the curvature of the Fermi
surface, obtained by tight-binding t for various electron-doped cuprates plotted
against the in-plane lattice constant. The values for Eu1:85Ce0:15CuO4 (ECCO),
Sm1:85Ce0:15CuO4 (SCCO), Nd1:85Ce0:15CuO4 (NCCO), and Pr1:2La0:7Ce0:1CuO4
(PLCCO) are taken from previous studies [50, 93]. The present SC Pr2CuO4 thin
lm follows the trend of the other electron-doped cuprates.
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the SC parent compound and the Ce-doped superconductors.
So far, we have revealed that the electronic structure of the SC parent com-
pound Pr2CuO4 is close to that of the overdoped superconductors in terms of the
AF correlation and the electron concentration. The situation is schematically de-
scribed in the phase diagram shown in Fig. 3.9. This is apparently at odds with the
fact that the Tc of SC Pr2CuO4 is even higher than those of conventional optimally
Ce-doped superconductors. The dierence between the SC parent compound and
the Ce-doped SC compounds may originate from the dierence in the source of
doping. The superconductivity driven by carrier doping always suers from dis-
order introduced by chemical substitutions. In the case of electron doping by Ce
substitutions, the optimum doping level for Nd2 xCexCuO4 and Pr2 xCexCuO4,
 0:15, is close to the solubility limit for the single crystal ( 0:18) [31], implying
the inclusion of the considerable amount of disorder which suppresses Tc. It is
plausible that oxygen deciency at regular sites is less destructive to the supercon-
ductivity, and hence Tc remains high even at larger electron concentrations. Similar
behavior has recently been observed in our previous study on eciently annealed
Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4 (x = 0:10) single crystals, where the Tc became higher than
that at the optimum doping level previously reported [91] in return for the dras-
tic increase of electron concentration up to  0:18 and strong suppression of the
AF pseudogap after annealing [90, 93]. Based on this idea, the superconductivity
in the T'-type cuprates may be optimized at higher electron concentration than
previously believed.
Although the present SC Pr2CuO4 samples are doped with electrons, we cannot
exclude the possibility of superconductivity at half lling in the T'-type cuprates.
In the present case, the samples were grown in a reducing condition to prevent
the inclusion of excess oxygen, but it probably led to the oxygen deciency at the
regular sites and electrons were doped. If one grows the sample with supplying
a sucient amount of oxygen to avoid oxygen defects at the regular sites, impu-
rity oxygen is also introduced and superconductivity is suppressed. Thus, it is
impossible at present to make a sample with the ideal T' structure [109]. The
present study has demonstrated that Pr2CuO4 grown under a reducing condition
can be SC with a large amount of doped electrons, but it is not clear whether the
superconductivity is maintained or not when the oxygen defects are lled without
introduction of impurity oxygen. If one become able to remove or place oxygen
atoms site selectively, an unambiguous answer would be obtained. A possible way
to solve the problem is to apply a gate voltage and introduce holes [110] to the SC
parent compound, thereby bring the sample back to half-lling without introducing
impurity oxygen, and to see whether the superconductivity persists or not.
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Figure 3.9: Nature of the SC parent compound. Phase diagrams for thin lms and
bulk crystals are schematically illustrated. Bulk SC dome is close to the solubility
limit of Ce (dashed line), and hence Tc is suppressed by disorder. The SC parent
compound is doped with electrons only by oxygen deciency. The oxygen deciency
may be less destructive to the superconductivity, and hence higher Tc is realized.
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3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have studied the electronic structure of SC parent com-
pounds of electron-doped cuprates and related materials by means of ARPES. In
order to carry out surface sensitive ARPES measurements to reveal detailed low
energy electronic structure, we have synthesized SC parent compound Pr2CuO4
without ex-situ annealing. The key to achieve superconductivity was grow thin
lms coherently under highly reducing condition (high temperature and low oxy-
gen partial pressure), thereby avoiding the introduction of excess oxygen. The
SC properties of thus obtained samples were close to those of ex-situ annealed SC
parent compound in terms of the Tc and RRR.
We have then performed ARPES measurements on the SC and non-SC Pr2CuO4
thin lms. While the non-SC sample showed a large AF pseudogap which is in-
dicative of AF long-range or short-range order, the SC sample showed no gap along
the Fermi surface, although the spectral intensity was slightly suppressed at the
hot spot. The electron-doping level of the SC sample estimated from Fermi surface
area was 0:170  0:020, clearly deviating from half lling. Probably, oxygen de-
fects in CuO2 planes and/or PrO layers are the origin of the additional electrons.
The overall electronic structure of the present SC Pr2CuO4 resembled that of the
Ce-overdoped conventional superconductors, despite the fact that the Tc was even
higher than that of the optimally Ce-doped conventional superconductors. The
oxygen deciency may be less destructive to the superconductivity than Ce sub-
stitutions, and hence the highest Tc is achieved when electrons are doped only by
the oxygen deciency. Since the present SC Pr2CuO4 does not have the ideal T'
structure in the sense that oxygen is decient, the possibility of superconductiv-
ity at half lling cannot be excluded at present. Resistivity measurements with
varying carrier concentration by applying gate voltage will provide a clue for the
possibility.
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4.1 Introduction
In the last chapter, we have presented the result of angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements on the superconducting (SC) parent com-
pound and have revealed that the electron concentration estimated from the area
of the Fermi surface is by far larger than the half-lling. In the present chapter,
we report the result of relatively bulk sensitive hard X-ray photoemission spec-
troscopy (HAXPES) and soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements
on the core levels of the parent compound of T'-type SC cuprates Nd2CuO4 and
Ce-doped samples Nd2 xCexCuO4. Although core levels reside deeply below the
Fermi level (EF), their spectra reect changes near EF so sensitively that core-level
spectroscopy provides rich information about the low energy electronic structure,
including the position of the chemical potential.
4.2 Experimental
Nd2 xCexCuO4 (x = 0; 0:15, and 0.19) thin lms for HAXPES and XAS mea-
surements with the thickness of 200 nm, 100 nm, and 100 nm, respectively, were
grown on (001) SrTiO3 substrates by molecular beam epitaxy. One of the Nd2CuO4
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Figure 4.1: Physical properties of Nd2 xCexCuO4 thin lms. (a-c) Resistivity
versus temperature for the x = 0, 0.15, and 0.19 samples, respectively. The inset
magnies the SC transition in each composition. (d) c-axis lengths plotted against
Ce concentration x.
samples were annealed in a furnace rst at 675 C under the O2 partial pressure
of 2:5  10 4 Torr for 1 hour, and then at 525 C under UHV for 10 minutes.
The annealed Nd2CuO4 sample showed superconductivity with the Tc of 25.0 K,
while as-grown one was insulating. A weakly annealed Nd2CuO4 sample, that is,
a sample annealed rst at 690 C under the O2 partial pressure of 1:0 10 3 Torr
for 1 hour, and then at 500 C under UHV for 10 minutes, was metallic at high
temperatures but resistivity showed an upturn below 95 K. Ce-doped samples were
SC without ex-situ annealing with the Tc's of 24.0 K and 21.5 K for x = 0:15 and
for x = 0:19, respectively. The Ce-doped samples were cut into pieces and one of
them was oxidized by heating up to 600 C for 10 minutes under the O3 pressure
of 110 6 Torr, and the superconductivity was suppressed. Resistivity curves and
c-axis lengths of all the samples are plotted in Fig. 4.1. HAXPES measurements
were performed at beamline 47-XU of SPring-8 with h = 7:94 keV photons with
grazing incidence to maximize the photoemission intensity [111]. The total energy
resolution was set at 0.3 eV. XAS measurements were performed at beamline 07-
LSU of SPring-8. Two kinds of linearly polarized light, with polar angle  = /2
(parallel to the sample surface) and  = /6, were used for the measurements. All
the measurements were performed under the pressure better than 5  10 9 Torr
and at 300 K.
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4.3 Results and discussion
Figure 4.2 shows Cu 2p3=2 core-level HAXPES spectra of as-grown and annealed
Nd2CuO4 samples normalized to the total intensity in the displayed region, and
the dierence between them. The large repulsive potential between the core hole
created by photoemisson at the Cu 2p level and holes which originally exist at the
Cu 3d level gives rise to lower energy nal state where electrons are transfered
from O 2p to Cu 3d to screen the core-hole potential, making the spectrum of the
as-grown sample split into two groups: 2p53d9 unscreened nal state leading to a
satellite at  943 eV and the charge-transfer screened nal state leading to the
main peak at  934 eV. The main peak consists of four features reecting dierent
types of core-hole screening. As has been discussed for the Cu 2p spectrum of
insulating cuprates such as La2CuO4 [112, 113] and Sr2CuO2Cl2 [114, 115] using
multi-site cluster calculation, the peak at the highest binding energy corresponds
to the nal state usually denoted by 2p53d10L where an electron is transferred
from neighboring oxygen (local screening), and the two peaks in the middle to the
nal state where an electron is transferred from oxygen in the neighboring CuO4
plaquette thereby creating a Zhang-Rice singlet (non-local screening). Apart from
the unassigned peak at the lowest energy labeled as  in Fig. 4.2 which shall be
discussed in the following, the shape of the main peak resembles those of other
insulating cuprates with two-dimensional CuO2 planes, supporting the previous
proposal of the universality of the core-hole screening process in two-dimensional
Cu-O network [115].
Upon annealing, the peak  is strongly enhanced and the overall line shape of
the main peak drastically changes. The binding energies of the charge-transferred
nal state are related to the energy levels of the electronic states from which the
electron is transferred to screen the core-hole potential. Therefore, the enhance-
ment of the lowest energy peak indicates the development of electronic states closer
to the Fermi level (EF). Peak  has also been observed in previous HAXPES stud-
ies on Nd2 xCexCuO4 (x = 0:15) [112,116] and attributed to nal states where core
hole is screened by conduction electrons introduced by Ce substitution. The ob-
served change in the present Cu 2p spectra thus suggests that conduction electrons
were introduced by annealing, consistent with the occurrence of superconductivity
observed in the annealed Nd2CuO4.
The eect of the annealing on the Nd and O core levels is shown in Fig. 4.3.
Upon annealing, the Nd 3d5=2 peak is shifted toward higher binding energy by
0.22 eV [Fig. 4.3(a)]. As for the O 1s peak, a shift of similar amount (0.21 eV)
is observed at the edge, but the spectral line shape is also modied by annealing:
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) decreased from 1.44 eV to 1.16 eV and
a long high binding energy tail emerges above  529:5 eV [Fig. 4.3(b)]. Such
changes have not been detected in the doping and annealing dependence of the O
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Figure 4.2: Cu 2p3=2 core-level HAXPES spectra of as-grown Nd2CuO4 (top), an-
nealed Nd2CuO4 (middle), and their dierence (bottom). Final states where the
core holes are unscreened (2p53d9), screened by an electron transferred from neigh-
boring oxygen atoms (2p53d10L), screened by an electron transferred from neigh-
boring CuO4 plaquettes thereby creating a Zhang-Rice singlet (ZRS), or screened
by conduction electrons () were observed.
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1s photoemission spectra of Nd2 xCexCuO4 reported in previous studies [104,117].
In order to disentangle this complicated spectral deformation, the O 1s spectrum
of as-grown sample has been closely examined as follows.
Calculation method ONdO (eV) OCuO2 (eV)
(i) 527.93 528.36
(ii) 527.81 528.38
(iii) 527.54 528.53
Table 4.1: O 1s binding energies estimated from DFT calculations. Details of the
calculations are described in the text.
The peak region of the O 1s spectrum of the as-grown sample is rather at,
indicating the existence of two components in dierent chemical states, and we
attributed them to oxygen atoms in the NdO layers (ONdO) and those in the CuO2
planes (OCuO2) which are contained in Nd2CuO4 with equal amount. In order
to ascribe each peak to each oxygen atom, O 1s binding energies observable by
photoemission spectroscopy were estimated from the calculation of Slater transition
states [118] using density functional theory (DFT). Calculations were carried out
using the generalized gradient approximations (GGA). For the 4f orbital, since
GGA generally yields unrealistically high density of states (DOS) in a narrow
energy window around EF, which could aect the O 1s binding energy, we have
carried out three dierent kinds of calculations:
(i): Nd2CuO4 with GGA
(ii): La2CuO4 with the lattice constant of Nd2CuO4 with GGA
(iii): Nd2CuO4 with GGA+U (U4f = 9 eV)
in (ii), Nd is replaced by La, where 4f levels are unoccupied, and the 4f level is
located far above EF. In (iii), on-site Coulomb repulsion U = 9 eV is introduced to
the Nd 4f orbitals thereby splitting the 4f DOS away from EF. All the calculations
were performed with spin polarization and the O 1s binding energies were nally
determined by taking the average of spin-down and -up binding energies. The
calculated O 1s binding energies are listed in Table. 4.1. Although the magnitude
of the dierence between the ONdO and OCuO2 1s binding energies depends on the
calculation method, ONdO always resides at a lower binding energy and OCuO2 at
a higher binding energy. Therefore, we assumed that the ONdO peak is at a lower
binding energy for the analysis of the experimental spectra.
The O 1s spectrum of as-grown Nd2CuO4 was tted to a superposition of
a Voigt function (for ONdO) and Mahan line shape
1
 ()
e (EB E0)=
j(EB E0)=j1 (EB   E0)
convolved with a Voigt function (for OCuO2). The asymmetric Mahan line shape
was assumed for OCuO2 considering core-hole screening by low energy particle-
hole excitation characteristic of a metallic states. The FWHM of the Lorentian
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Figure 4.3: Eect of annealing on the Nd and O core levels. (a,b) Nd 3d5=2 and
O 1s core-level peaks, respectively, for as-grown and annealed Nd2CuO4 samples.
The spectra have been normalized to the peak height. (c) O 1s spectra of as-grown
(top) and annealed (bottom) samples tted to a superposition of a Voigt function
(for O in the NdO layers, green), Mahan line shape 1
 ()
e (EB E0)=
j(EB E0)=j1 (EB   E0)
convolved with a Voigt function (for O in the CuO2 planes, orange), and another
Voigt function (for contamination O, black).
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and Gaussian in the Voigt function was assumed to be the same for both peaks.
Another Voigt function was added to the tting function to reproduce a weak
component at  531 eV, which probably arose from contamination at the surface.
The tting yielded two peaks for the as-grown sample with the area ratio 0.45 :
0.55, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 4.3(c), consistent with the fact that the
number of oxygen atoms in the NdO layers and the CuO2 planes are the same. The
obtained value of , which determines the asymmetry of the Mahan line shape,
was 0.10. The obtained FWHM of the Lorentzian was 0.15 eV, which is close to
the inherent O 1s core-hole lifetime of 0.16 eV observed for H2O [119], while the
FWHM of the Gaussian was 0.74 eV, which is larger than the experimental total
resolution of 0.3 eV possibly due to the contribution from phonons [120]. The
The O 1s spectrum of the annealed sample was then tted to the same func-
tional form with the FWHM of the Lorentzian and the Gaussian xed to the values
of the as-grown sample. While the area of each component was almost preserved,
the peak at higher binding energy was deformed and became highly asymmetric
( = 0:63), reproducing the long tail of the experimental spectrum. The asym-
metry for the OCuO2 peak arising from the low energy particle-hole excitations for
screening core-hole potential is consistent with the increase of the electrical con-
ductivity in CuO2 planes by annealing. On the other hand, the peak of ONdO
shifted toward higher binding energy with annealing by 0.23 eV, nearly the same
amount as the edge shift of the total spectra [Fig. 4.3(b)]. Thus, the present analy-
sis enables us to explain the change in O 1s spectra induced by the annealing: The
edge shift originated from the shift of the ONdO peak, and the apparent narrowing
and the long tail arose from the strong asymmetry of the OCuO2 peak caused by
the dramatic increase of the conductivity in the CuO2 planes.
Thus, annealing shifted Nd 3d5=2 peak and the ONdO 1s peak by almost the same
amount without remarkable change in the line shapes. The shift of the core-level
binding energy is given by [121]
EB =  KQ+VM  ER; (4.1)
where  is the change in the chemical potential, Q is the change in the number
of valence electrons, K is a constant, VM is the change in the Madelung potential,
and ER is the change in the extra-atomic screening of the core-hole potential by
conduction electrons and/or dielectric polarization of surrounding media. Almost
identical shifts observed for Nd 3d and ONdO 1s core levels indicate that VM is
negligibly small because it would shift the core levels of the O2  anion and the
Nd3+ cation in dierent ways. ER cannot be the main origin of the observed
shifts, either because the increase of conduction electrons by annealing would shift
the core-level peaks toward lower binding energy, in the opposite direction to the
experimental observation. Therefore, we conclude that the observed shifts are
largely due to the chemical potential shift . The increase of the core-level
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Figure 4.4: XAS spectra of Nd2CuO4 thin lms. (a) Cu L3-edge XAS spectra
for E ? c (top) and E k c (bottom). The spectra for E k c was obtained by
subtracting the contribution of E ? c from the spectra measured with  = =6
polarization. The spectra have been normalized to the intensity of the Nd XAS
peak at 978 eV. (b) O K-edge XAS spectra taken with E ? c and normalized to
the intensity integrated from 532 eV to 540 eV.
binding energies by annealing indicates the increase of  due to the addition of
electrons. The observed shifts are close to those previously observed between as-
grown Nd2CuO4 and as-grown Nd2 xCexCuO4 (x = 0:15) single crystals ( 0.22
eV) [117], suggesting that annealing introduced  0:15 electrons to the Nd2CuO4
thin lm.
The orbital character of the doped electrons can be studied by polarization
dependent XAS measurements. Using Fermi's golden rule, matrix elements for
Cu L-edge absorption relevant to the present study with light polarized along
n = (sincos; sinsin; cos) can be written as follows [122]:
h2pin plane jH 0j 3dx2 y2i2 =
X
i=x;y
h2pi jH 0j 3dx2 y2i2 =M2ifsin2 (4.2)
h2pin plane jH 0j 3d3z2 r2i2 =
X
i=x;y
h2pi jH 0j 3d3z2 r2i2 = 1
3
M2ifsin
2 (4.3)
h2pz jH 0j 3dx2 y2i2 = 0 (4.4)
h2pz jH 0j 3d3z2 r2i2 = 2
3
M2ifcos
2; (4.5)
where H 0 is the Hamiltonian for electron-photon interaction, and Mif is a reduced
matrix element. Therefore, absorption with polarization perpendicular to the c axis
(E ? c,  = =2) is 75 % due to the transition into the 3dx2 y2 orbital, and that
with polarization parallel to the c axis (E k c,  = 0) is entirely due to transitions
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into the 3d3z2 r2 orbital. Experimentally obtained Cu L3-edge XAS spectra for
E k c and E ? c for as-grown and annealed Nd2CuO4 are shown in Fig. 4.4(a).
The spectra for E k c were obtained by subtracting the contribution of E ? c from
the spectra measured with  = =6 polarization. While the XAS spectra for E ? c
show an intense peak at  930 eV and its intensity decreases with annealing by 30
%, suggesting the reduction of unoccupied DOS near EF as reported for Ce-doped
samples [122{124], spectra for E k c are negligibly weak. The ratio of 3d3z2 r2
weight to 3dx2 y2 weight in the lowest-energy peak is as small as 4 % and 2 %
for as-grown and annealed Nd2CuO4, respectively, in agreement with the values
reported in previous studies [122, 124]. Therefore, the 3d3z2 r2 orbitals are almost
completely lled regardless of whether annealed or not, and additional electrons
are doped into the 3dx2 y2 orbitals by annealing. On the other hand, as shown in
Fig. 4.4(b), the pre-edge peak ( 529 eV) in O K-edge XAS measured with E ? c,
which represents the transition from O 1s to in-plane O 2p orbitals hybridized
with the upper Hubbard band, shows only a slight change (5 %) in contrast to Cu
L-edge XAS for E ? c. This agrees with the changes observed by Ce doping in
the previous studies and suggests that the orbital character of the upper Hubbard
band is dominated by 3dx2 y2 [122{125].
Having established that the chemical potential of Nd2CuO4 was shifted due to
additionally introduced electrons by annealing, we compare the core-level spectral
line shapes of Nd2CuO4 with those of Ce-doped compounds with varying oxy-
gen content either by annealing or oxidation. In Fig. 4.5, core-level HAXPES
spectra for Nd2CuO4 (as-grown, weakly annealed, annealed) and Nd2 xCexCuO4
(x = 0:15; 0:19, as-grown, oxidized) are plotted. The Nd and Ce peak positions
are shifted between samples, but their spectral line shapes are almost identical.
On the other hand, the O 1s peaks change their shape with varying doping level
and oxygen content. In fact, the spectral line shapes are similar among annealed
Nd2CuO4 and as-grown Nd2 xCexCuO4 (x = 0:15; 0:19), suggesting that the line-
shape deformation seen in Fig. 4.3(b) is not specic to the SC parent compound,
but general for the T'-type cuprate superconductors including Ce-doped ones al-
though it has not been detected in previous studies [104,117]. Low intensity of the
contamination peak at  531 eV due to the bulk sensitivity of HAXPES and high
energy resolution (300 meV) is probably the key to observe the subtle changes in
the line shape. Because the changes in the O 1s peaks can be understood within
the above scenario, we compare the low energy edges of dierent samples as rep-
resenting the ONdO peak position, and summarize them in Fig, 4.6(a). Not only
the Nd 3d and O 1s core-level peaks, but also the Ce 3d peaks are shifted by the
same amount for every sample (The origins of the shifts of the Ce 3d were set at
the Nd 3d shift for the x = 0:15 oxidized sample.), conrming that the core-level
shift corresponds to the chemical-potential shift.
The chemical-potential shift relative to the as-grown Nd2CuO4,  dened
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Figure 4.5: Core-level HAXPES spectra of Nd2 xCexCuO4 thin lms. (a) Nd 3d5=2.
(b) Ce 3d. (c) O 1s. (d) Cu 2p3=2. The weakly annealed Nd2CuO4 sample is labeled
as \WA". Peak or edge positions are indicated by vertical bars.
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as the average shift of Nd 3d and O 1s, are plotted in Fig, 4.6(b) against Ce
concentration x together with those for Nd2 xCexCuO4 as-grown non-SC single
crystals reported by Harima et al. [117]. For Nd2CuO4, the chemical potential is
shifted upwards with annealing by the amount depending on the annealing condi-
tion. On the other hand, for Nd2 xCexCuO4 (x = 0:15), the chemical potential is
shifted downwards by oxidation. Actual electron concentration n for each thin lm
was estimated from comparison with the chemical-potential shift of the as-grown
Nd2 xCexCuO4 bulk single crystals in the previous study, assuming that the elec-
tron concentrations of the as-grown single crystals are the same as the amount of
doped Ce x. Using the relationship  = 1:44x obtained from the bulk single
crystals, n was evaluated to be 0:149 0:035 for annealed SC Nd2CuO4, which is
quite large in spite of the absence of Ce. For Nd2 xCexCuO4 (x = 0:15), as-grown
SC sample had n = 0:156 0:035, while oxidized sample had n = 0:082 0:035
which is remarkably smaller than the Ce content. These results demonstrates that
the position of the chemical potential, i.e., carrier concentrations, can be controlled
in both directions by varying oxygen content. The n for the annealed Nd2CuO4
sample, which is considerably larger than the Ce concentration, could be explained
if oxygen atoms were removed from regular (CuO2-plane and/or NdO-layer) sites.
Although annealing was intended to remove excess oxygen atoms at the apical site,
oxygen could also be removed from the regular site, leading to the total oxygen
content less than the stoichiometric one. On the other hand, upon oxidation of
Nd2 xCexCuO4 (x = 0:15), impurity oxygen was probably introduced to the apical
site and doped holes, bringing n smaller than the Ce concentration.
While the Nd, O, and Ce core levels were shifted by a few hundreds meV,
the shifts observed for the edge of the lowest energy peak in the Cu 2p core-level
spectrum was rather small as plotted in Fig. 4.6(a). The smallness of the Cu
2p peak-edge shift can be understood considering the similarity between the well-
screened nal states of the Cu 2p core-level spectra and the Cu 3d valence-band
spectra [126,127]. Upon photoemission from the Cu 2p core level, a Cu 3d valence
hole is ejected out of the core-hole site (an electron is transferred to the Cu 3d core-
hole site) due to the strong repulsive potential Ucd between the Cu 2p core hole
and the valence hole in Cu 3d. In the case of photoemission from the Cu 3d valence
band, large repulsive potential U between the two valence holes in the Cu 3d band
similarly pushes one of the valence holes out. Since the values of Ucd and U are close
to each other (20-30 % dierence), the structure of Cu 2p and 3d photoemission
spectra resemble each other and the low energy edge of the Cu 2p spectra would
correspond to the Fermi edge in the Cu 3d spectra. Thus, it is reasonable that
the binding energy of the Cu 2p peak edge is insensitive to the chemical-potential
shift [126]. The analogy between the Cu 2p and 3d spectra can also be seen in the
deformation of the Cu 2p main peak upon electron doping as presented in Fig. 4.2,
where annealing and resulting electron doping caused redistribution of the spectral
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Figure 4.6: Chemical-potential shift in Nd2 xCexCuO4 thin lms. (a) Binding
energy shifts of the Nd 3d, O 1s, Ce 3d, and Cu 2p core levels. The shifts were
estimated at the peak top for Nd 3d and at the peak edge for O 1s, Ce 3d, and Cu
2p. The origin of the shifts of Ce 3d are set at the shift of Nd 3d for the x = 0:15
oxidized sample. (b) Chemical-potential shifts  dened as the average shift of
Nd 3d and O 1s plotted against Ce concentration x. The same quantities from
the previous soft X-ray photoemission study on as-grown non-SC Nd2 xCexCuO4
single crystals by Harima et al. [117] are also plotted. A dashed line represents
 = 1:44x, which is obtained by assuming the linearity between  and x from
the previous result by Harima et al.
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weight in the main peak. Interestingly, however, the spectral weight transfer to the
lowest energy peak occurred mainly from the nal states where Zhang-Rice singlet
is formed rather than from the 2p53d10L nal state. This certainly reects the
spectral-weight transfer from Zhang-Rice singlet band to near-EF state observed
in the valence band of Nd2 xCexCuO4 single crystals with electron doping [12],
which is characteristic of a charge-transfer insulator [128,129].
Finally, we emphasize a peculiar behavior observed for the Nd2 xCexCuO4
(x = 0:19) samples. As-grown and oxidized x = 0:19 samples showed negligible dif-
ference in their n values as shown in Fig. 4.6(b) (0:192 0:035 and 0:198 0:035,
respectively). This is consistent with the fact that the elongation of the c-axis
lattice parameter by oxidization is rather small for the x = 0:19 sample (0.06 %)
compared to that for x = 0:15 sample (0.12 %), indicating the tiny amount of
oxygen incorporation by oxidation. This behavior is basically consistent with the
tendency which has been observed in single crystals of Nd2 xCexCuO4 that the
amount of the change in the oxygen content by annealing decreases with increas-
ing Ce concentrations [22, 130, 131] although the present composition (x = 0:19)
is beyond the solubility limit of the single crystal (x = 0:18) [31]. It is surpris-
ing that the tiny amount of additional oxygen suppressed the superconductivity
in Nd2 xCexCuO4 (x = 0:19) as shown in Fig. 4.1(c) with maintaining the elec-
tron concentration higher than the other SC samples such as the annealed x = 0
and the as-grown x = 0:15 samples, suggesting that the tiny amount of impurity
apical oxygen atoms indeed give rise to strong pair-breaking scattering [26]. Al-
though we have revealed that oxygen content changes the electron concentrations,
one should also pay special attention to the critical role of the tiny amount of the
excess oxygen, which may make post-growth annealing mandatory to induce the
superconductivity to bulk Ce-doped crystals.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have studied the electronic structure of SC parent com-
pounds of electron-doped cuprates Nd2CuO4 and Ce-doped materials with various
oxidizing condition by relatively bulk sensitive HAXPES and XAS. When the par-
ent compound Nd2CuO4 was annealed and made SC, Nd 3d and Ce 3d HAXPES
peaks were shifted toward higher binding energy, and the line shapes of Cu 2p and
O 1s HAXPES peaks were strongly modied. We have shown that these changes
arose from the chemical-potential shift due to doped electrons and the enhance-
ment of the conductivity in the CuO2 planes. XAS measurements on Nd2CuO4
have supported introduction of additional electrons into the Cu 3dx2 y2 orbital by
annealing. Extending the study to the Ce-doped materials, we have found that the
chemical potential was shifted upward by annealing, but was shifted downward by
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oxidizing Nd2 xCexCuO4 (x = 0:15), suggesting that the chemical potential can
be controlled in both directions by oxygen non-stoichiometry: The upward shift
may be due to the creation of oxygen defects at the regular sites and resulting elec-
tron doping, and the downward shift may be due to the introduction of impurity
oxygen at the apical site and resulting hole doping. From comparison with the
chemical-potential shifts reported in a previous photoemission study on as-grown
Nd2 xCexCuO4 single crystals, we have estimated the electron-doping level in the
SC Nd2CuO4 to be n = 0:149 0:035.
Chapter 5
Eect of protect annealing versus
Ce doping on the electronic
structure of underdoped
Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4
5.1 introduction
Since the superconductivity in the parent compounds of the electron-doped
cuprate superconductors in thin lm form was reported [19, 71, 73, 77{86], their
electronic structure has attracted much interest. Inspired by this breakthrough,
Adachi et al. [90] has developed a new annealing method for bulk single crystals,
which is called protect annealing, where the single crystal is covered with poly-
crystals of the same material and with the same composition during the annealing
procedure. Owing to the polycrystals protecting the surfaces of the single crystal,
more strongly reducing condition can be applied than before without decompos-
ing the surfaces, enabling us to remove the excess oxygen atoms more eciently.
In fact, it has been shown that protect-annealed Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4 (PLCCO)
single crystals exhibit superconductivity down to heavily underdoped region (Ce
concentration x  0:05), while PLCCO single crystals annealed using the conven-
tional method showed superconductivity only above x  0:13 in the previous study
by Sun et al. [91]. Our angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) study
on the protect-annealed PLCCO (x = 0:10) has revealed that a pseudogap of the
AF origin is strongly suppressed by protect annealing, suggesting the reduction of
the AF correlation length and/or the magnetic moment, which is accompanied by
the increase of the electron concentration estimated from the Fermi surface area
by up to  0:08 [93]. The electron doping eect of oxygen reduction has also
been observed for thin lms of the parent-compound superconductor Pr2CuO4 and
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Nd2CuO4 in chapters 3 and 4 of the present thesis. However, considering the fact
that electron doping by Ce substitution alone cannot induce superconductivity in
bulk samples, the essential role of the annealing may not be electron doping but
another unknown eect. Therefore, it is important to reveal the unknown role of
annealing other than the doping eect.
In the present chapter, we report ARPES measurements on underdoped PLCCO
(x = 0  0:10) single crystals with varying annealing conditions to investigate the
dierent eects of Ce doping and annealing on the electronic structure.
5.2 Experimental
Single crystals of PLCCO with x = 0, 0.02 ,0.05, and 0.10 were synthesized by
the traveling-solvent oating-zone method and then protect annealed. The x = 0
and 0.05 samples were annealed rst at 800 C for 24 hours and then at 400 C
for 48 hours. The x = 0:02 sample was annealed rst at 825 C for 24 hours and
then at 400 C for 48 hours. The x = 0:10 sample was annealed at 800 C for
24 hours. We performed ARPES measurements on six samples: as-grown samples
with x = 0:05 and 0.10, and annealed samples with x = 0; 0:02; 0:05, and 0.10. The
resistivity-temperature curves for all the six samples are plotted in Fig. 5.1. While
the resistivity of as-grown samples diverged at low temperatures [Fig. 5.1(c) and
(d)], the annealed samples did not show divergence even for x = 0 [Fig. 5.1(a)].
The annealed x = 0:02 sample showed metallic behavior at high temperatures,
but was not superconducting. [Fig. 5.1] The annealed x = 0:05 sample showed
an onset of superconductivity at T  26 K, but the resistivity did not reach zero
Fig. 5.1(c). The annealed x = 0:10 sample showed bulk superconductivity with the
Tc = 27 K. According to muon spin relaxation measurements, annealed samples
with x = 0:10 showed short-range AF order at 10 K, where ARPES measurements
were performed, while the AF order in annealed sample with x = 0:05 was either
long-ranged with very small internal eld or short-ranged. All of the other samples
exhibited long-range AF order at 10 K. ARPES measurements were carried out at
beamline 5-4 of Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource. Circularly polarized
light with h = 16:5 eV was used for the measurements. The total energy resolu-
tion was set at 15 meV. The sample was cleaved in-situ under pressure better than
3  10 11 Torr and measured at 10 K. An Energy distribution curve (EDC) near
(, ) has been subtracted as a momentum independent background from all of
the ARPES spectra shown in the present chapter. X-ray core-level photoemission
spectroscopy measurements were also performed with laboratory-based X-ray pho-
toemission (XPS) apparatus using Al K line (h = 1486.6 eV) and at beamline
2A of Photon Factory with h = 1400 eV. The XPS measurements were performed
at T = 300 K under the pressure better than 3 10 9 Torr and 2 10 10 Torr for
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Figure 5.1: Resistivity of PLCCO single crystals plotted against temperatures.
(a) Annealed x = 0 sample. (b) Annealed x = 0:02 sample. (c) As-grown and
Annealed x = 0:05 samples. (d) As-grown and annealed x = 0:10 samples.
laboratory-based apparatus and at Photon Factory, respectively.
5.3 Results and discussion
Figures 5.2(a1)-(a6) show the Fermi surface mappings of the PLCCO samples.
Surprisingly a Fermi surface was found to exist even for the x = 0 sample after the
sucient annealing although it has been reconstructed from the original large hole
Fermi surface centered at (, ) to the small electron Fermi surface centered at (0,
), probably due to AF order [46{48, 50, 51] [Fig. 5.2]. The same reconstruction
occurs for the other samples, except for the annealed x = 0:10 sample, which shows
a large hole Fermi surface free from the reconstruction, suggesting suppression of
the AF order or AF uctuations in this sample, as our ARPES study previously
reported [93].
The strength of the AF order or AF uctuations can be evaluated from the
magnitude of the AF band splitting, 2AF. Around the node, the upper band
of the antiferromagnetically split bands resides above the Fermi energy (EF), and
hence the EF lies within the AF gap. In moving away from the node and ap-
proaching the antinode, the upper band is lowered, crosses EF, and produces nite
spectral intensity below EF. Then the 2AF can be determined from the energy
separation between the upper and lower band (See chapter 6 for more details).
In Figs. 5.2(b1)-(b6), EDCs at several kF points from the node to antinode are
plotted with estimated 2AF values for each sample. Comparing the as-grown
and annealed samples with the sample Ce concentration, annealing dramatically
reduces the 2AF both for the x = 0:05 and x = 0:10 samples, indicating the
weakening of the AF correlation by annealing. (Although the AF pseudogap was
not visible in the previous our study on protect-annealed PLCCO (x = 0:10) sin-
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Figure 5.2: ARPES spectra of PLCCO samples. (a1-a6) Fermi surface mapping
obtained by integrating spectral intensity within the energy of EF  20 meV. (b1-
b6) EDCs at several kF points from the nodal to antinodal region. Peak positions
are indicated by vertical bars. The 2AF estimated from the separation between
the lower and upper bands is shown in each panel.
gle crystals [93], we observed a weak signature of the AF pseudogap in the present
annealed x = 0:10 sample, possibly due to a subtle dierence in the annealing
condition beyond control.)
In order to clarify if the weakening of the AF correlation is an inherent eect
of annealing or is simply due to electron doping, we rst estimated the electron
concentration nFS from the area of the Fermi surface assuming Luttinger's theo-
rem. For the determination of the Fermi surface, kF positions were estimated from
the peak positions in momentum distribution curves (MDCs) integrated within the
energy range of EF10 meV and plotted in Figs. 5.3(a)-(f). For antiferromagneti-
cally reconstructed Fermi surfaces, that is, except for the Fermi surface of annealed
x = 0:10 sample, kF positions were tted to the curve of jkx=rj+jky=rj = 1, which
was found to show good agreement with the experimental data. The Fermi sur-
face of annealed x = 0:10 sample was well reproduced by the simple tight-binding
model,
   =0   2t(cos kxa+ cos kya)
  4t0cos kxa cos kya  2t"(cos 2kxa+ cos 2kya); (5.1)
where t, t0, and t" are transfer integrals between the nearest-neighbor, second-
nearest-neighbor, and third-nearest-neighbor Cu sites, respectively. By calculating
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Figure 5.3: Electron concentration of PLCCO samples. (a)-(f) Peak positions of
MDCs integrated within the energy range of EF 10 meV (green dots). The peak
positions in (a)-(e) are tted to the curve of jkx=rj + jky=rj = 1 (red curve),
whereas those in (f) are tted to the paramagenetic tight-binding model. (g)
Electron concentration nFS estimated from the area of the tted Fermi surface
plotted against Ce concentration x. The black dashed line represents nFS = x. (h)
Chemical-potential shifts estimated from the shifts of the La 3d, Pr 3d, and O 1s
core-level peaks measured by XPS, and plotted against Ce concentration x.
the area of the tted Fermi surfaces, we estimated the electron concentration nFS
for each sample and plotted it against Ce concentration x in Fig, 5.3(g). While the
nFS's of the as-grown samples are close to the Ce concentration (deviation is only
0.02-0.03), those of the annealed samples are larger than the Ce concentration by
0.05-0.09, suggesting that the samples were doped with excess electrons by protect
annealing under strongly reducing condition. The positions of the chemical poten-
tial, which was estimated from the positions of the La, Pr, and O core-level peaks
measured by XPS, was also found to shift upwards by annealing for the x = 0:05
and x = 0:10 samples, consistent with the electron doping by annealing, although
the chemical-potential shift observed for the annealed x = 0 was somewhat small
compared to the area of the Fermi surface and the reason is unclear at present.
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Figure 5.4: Magnitude of AF band splitting versus electron concentration for the
as-grown and annealed PLCCO. (a) EDCs at the momentum position indicated
in the inset plotted in the order of nFS from top to bottom. Peak positions are
indicated by vertical bars. (b) Magnitude of the AF band splitting 2AF plotted
against nFS.
Having evaluated the electron concentration for each sample, we examine its
relevance to AF correlation. In Fig. 5.4(a), EDC at the momentum position where
the bottom of the upper AF band touches EF is plotted for each sample in the
order of nFS from top to bottom. As mentioned above, 2AF can be evaluated from
the peak separation between the lower and upper AF band, which corresponds to
the binding energy of the lower-band peak in the EDCs plotted in Fig. 5.4(a). The
lower-band peak position does not depend monotonically on nFS because 2AF of
the as-grown x = 0:10 sample with nFS = 0:117 is larger than that of the annealed
x = 0:02 sample with smaller nFS (= 0.104), and almost the same with that of the
annealed x = 0 sample with even smaller nFS (= 0.093). Therefore, as summarized
in Fig. 5.4(b), one can conclude that the increase of electron concentration weakens
the AF correlation but that annealing, thereby removing excess oxygen atoms,
further weakens the AF correlation in addition to the electron doping.
The eect of annealing was also observed in the ARPES spectra recorded in the
antinodal region. Figure 5.5(a) shows EDCs taken at the antinode and normalized
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Figure 5.5: Antinodal gap observed for the as-grown PLCCO samples. (a) EDCs
taken at the antinode, which is indicated in the inset, and normalized to the height
of the lowest energy peak. (b) The shift of the leading-edge midpoint estimated
from (a) and plotted against nFS.
to the peak height. For the as-grown samples with x = 0:05 and 0.10, a small
gap is observed whereas annealed samples do not show a gap irrespective of the
Ce concentration. The magnitude of the gap is 4-8 meV, which is much smaller
than the energy scale of the AF band splitting (a few hundreds meV). Since this
gap is not related to nFS as shown in Fig. 5.5(b), it should be characteristic of
as-grown samples. The gap observed at the antinode, where the bands should
cross EF regardless of the presence of AF band reconstruction, suggests the gap
opening on the entire Fermi surface, which is consistent with the divergence of
resistivity seen in the as-grown samples (Fig. 5.1). Considering the fact that the
quasi-particle peak is suppressed for the as-grown samples [Fig. 5.5(a)], as-grown
samples may contain a large amount of disorder which leads to the opening of
Coulomb gap [132], and the gap is closed by annealing.
Thus, we have revealed that an important role of annealing other than electron
doping is to weaken the AF band splitting and eliminate the Coulomb gap. Since
we have excluded the inuence of the electron concentration, not only the opening
of the Coulomb gap but also the enhancement of the AF band splitting in the
as-grown samples probably originated from disorder. In the as-grown samples,
the disorder of the electrostatic potential would localize carriers, resulting in the
development of local AF correlation around the disorder [90, 133]. Increase of
the disorder may make the AF correlation more long-ranged and/or increase the
magnitude of the local magnetic moment, enhancing the AF band splitting. The
most plausible candidate for the disorder is excess oxygen atoms at the apical site
since it has long been believed that those apical oxygen atoms are removed by
annealing [24]. The more strongly the sample is annealed, the more thoroughly
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the disorder is removed, but at the same time, oxygen atoms at the regular site
also diuse out, leading to electron doping as observed in the present study as well
as in the previous ARPES studies [93, 100]. While suciently annealed thin lms
of the parent compound Pr2CuO4 shows superconductivity with nFS = 0:170 as
revealed in chapter 3, the present bulk protect-annealed PLCCO (x = 0) single
crystals with nFS = 0:093 does not show superconductivity. Bulk single crystals
of the parent compound would also be SC if one could anneal the sample more
thoroughly and increase nFS.
5.4 conclusion
In conclusion, we have performed ARPES and core-level XPS measurements
on Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4 with varying Ce concentration and annealing conditions.
Electron concentration nFS estimated from Fermi surface area are strongly devi-
ated from Ce concentration x (by 0.05-0.09), indicating that electrons are doped by
annealing. This was also supported by the chemical-potential shift deduced from
core-level XPS measurements. By comparing the electron-concentration depen-
dence of the electronic structure between as-grown and protect-annealed samples,
we have revealed that an important role of annealing other than electron-doping
is to remove disorder which localizes electrons, produces the Coulomb gap, and
increases the AF correlation.
Chapter 6
Nature of the antiferromagnetic
gap in the electron-doped
cuprates Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4
6.1 Introduction
Physical properties of electron-doped cuprates are rather dominated by anti-
ferromagnetism, and a gap opening or the suppression of spectral intensity at the
hot spot, where the Fermi surface and the antiferromagnetic (AF) Brillouin zone
(BZ) boundary cross with each other, has been widely observed in the electron-
doped cuprates by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [45{51].
The overall band structure is basically consistent with a tight-binding model of
the square lattice consisting of the Cu 3dx2 y2 orbitals with the
p
2p2 AF order,
   =0 
q
2AF + 4t
2(cos kxa+ cos kya)2
  4t0cos kxa cos kya  2t"(cos 2kxa+ cos 2kya); (6.1)
where t, t0, and t" are transfer integrals between the nearest-neighbor, second-
nearest-neighbor, and third-nearest-neighbor Cu sites, respectively. 2AF repre-
sents the potential deference between the two spin sublattices. However, an ARPES
study by Matsui et al. [46] has shown that the magnitude of the band splitting
decreases with approaching antinodal region. Ikeda et al. [50] have also concluded
from the observed band structure in their ARPES study that AF becomes zero
around (0, ) and (, 0). On the other hand, Park et al. [47] have claimed that AF
is actually constant throughout the momentum space, but is just apparently re-
duced due to the presence of a paramagnetic band disperses uninterrupted through
the AF BZ boundary because antiferromagnetism is inhomogeneous and short-
ranged. The nontrivial AF band splitting in momentum space should contain
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important information about the AF correlation in electron-doped cuprates, but
whether AF is momentum dependent or not has not been fully claried yet.
In the present chapter, we report an ARPES study of the AF electron-doped
cuprates Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4 (PLCCO, x = 0:02) which was protect-annealed un-
der strongly reducing condition to eectively remove excess oxygen [90]. We have
closely investigated the band structure along various directions in much wider mo-
mentum region than in the previous studies, and found that the AF gap is actually
highly anisotropic in momentum space. The observed features are not specic to
the protect-annealed samples, but should be common to the AF electron-doped
cuprates, and advance our understanding of the AF correlation in the electron-
doped cuprates.
6.2 Experimental
We have performed an ARPES measurement of a protect-annealed Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4
(PLCCO, x = 0:02) single crystal. Sample properties and experimental conditions
are described in section 5.2.
6.3 Results and discussion
Figure 6.1 shows Fermi surface and band images of a protect-annealed PLCCO
(x = 0:02) sample. The band is gapped at the node (#1), and the gap increases
in going from the node to the hot spot (#2). On approaching the antinode, the
upper part of the split band is lowered below the Fermi level (EF) and produces
nite spectral intensity below EF, forming an electron-like Fermi surface around
(0, ). These features are characteristic of the AF electron-doped cuprates and
have been reported in many previous studies [46{51].
Now we look into more detailed features of the band structure. As is seen
in Fig. 6.1(c1) and (c2), at the node and the hot spot, as the band disperses
from higher binding energy toward EF, it disperses back to higher binding energy
beyond the AF BZ boundary, as expected for the
p
2  p2 AF order. Once the
upper band is lowered below EF, however, the lower band is no longer folded and
disperses straightly across the AF BZ boundary ((c3)-(c5)), suggesting a change in
the band character. On the other hand, although the upper band is folded along
cut #4, along cut #5 upper band merges with the lower band before reaching the
AF BZ boudary. Part of the results, such as the absence of the folding in the lower
band around the antinode, has been reproduced by considering the short-range
AF order [47, 105], but the momentum anisotropy of the band folding cannot be
reproduced by those models. Furthermore, the present sample is in long-range AF
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Figure 6.1: ARPES spectra of a protect-annealed PLCCO (x = 0:02) single crystal.
(a) Fermi surface mapping. Spectral intensity integrated within 20 meV of EF
is plotted. (b1)-(b5) Band images taken along the cuts indicated in (a). The AF
BZ boundary is shown by a dashed red line in each panel. (c1)-(c5) Corresponding
second derivatives with respect to energy.
order at the measurement temperature of 10 K (< TN = 85 K), and hence the
short-range AF model is not suitable.
The most eective method to reveal the overall momentum dependence of the
AF band splitting is to observe the band dispersion along the AF BZ boundary.
Since the splitting between the upper and lower bands should be constant (=
2AF) along the AF BZ boundary within the simple tight-binding model with
the
p
2p2 AF order (Eq. (6.1)), the observation of the momentum dependence
is quite non-trivial. The experimentally obtained band image along the AF BZ
boundary and its second derivative with respect to energy are shown in Fig. 6.2(a)
and (b), respectively. Starting from (-/2, 3/2), the peak positions in energy
distribution curves (EDCs) superimposed on Fig. 6.2(a) is smoothly shifted toward
higher binding energy, but once the spectral intensity of the upper band emerges
below EF, the lower band shows a kink and the peak position moves upwards.
Further approaching (0, ), the upper band suddenly loses its intensity, and the
lower band starts to disperse downwards, reaching a minimum at (0, ). This
nonmonotonic band structure can also be conrmed in the second-derivative plot
in Fig. 6.2(b). The momentum position where the lower band shows the kink, i.e.,
around the kF of the upper band, corresponds to the momentum position where
the band folding become obscured as shown in Fig. 6.1(c3). This suggests that the
band around (-/2, 3/2) is the antiferromagenetically split band, and the lower
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Figure 6.2: AF band splitting along the AF BZ boundary. (a),(b) Band image
and its second derivative with respect to energy along the cut indicated in the
inset of (b). Peak positions of the EDCs are plotted as black dots in (a). Band
dispersion tted to the tight-binding model with the
p
2p2 AF order (t = 0:25
eV, t0=t =  0:15, t00=t0 =  0:5, 0=t =  0:02) with AF = 0:11 eV (red curve)
and AF = 0 eV (black curve) is also plotted. The tted band is represented by
solid curves in the region relevant to the tting, and by dashed curves in the other
region. The inset in (b) shows the experimentally obtained Fermi surface and the
Fermi surface calculated using the tight-binding model with AF = 0:11 eV (red
curve). (c) Peak positions of EDCs plotted from (-=2, =2) to (0, ) extracted
from the measurements along several cuts parallel to (0, 0)-(-, ) direction. Band
dispersion calculated by the tight-binding model using the parameters derived from
the tting is superimposed.
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Figure 6.3: Low-energy band structure near (0, ). (a) Fermi surface mapping
with the Fermi surface contour reproduced from the tight binding model with
AF = 0:11 eV. (b-d) Band images along cuts #1-#3 indicated in the inset of (a),
respectively. Peak positions of the EDCs are plotted as black dots. The bands
calculated using the tight-binding model with AF = 0:11 eV (red curve) and
AF = 0 eV (black curve) are also plotted.
band around (0, ) is the paramagnetic band (AF = 0). Based on this picture,
the band structure along the AFBZ boundary was tted to the tight-binding model
with nite AF around (-/2, 3/2) and with AF = 0 around (0, ) keeping the
hopping parameters and 0 the same for both cases. The bands obtained with the
tted parameters of t = 0:25 eV, t0=t =  0:15, t00=t0 =  0:5, 0=t =  0:02, and
AF = 0:11 eV or AF = 0 eV are plotted in Fig. 6.2(a) and (b) as solid curves
in the region relevant to the tting, and as dashed curves in the other region.
The tted bands show excellent agreement with the experimental bands. In order
to exclude the possibility that the eect of photoionization matrix elements has
prevented the precise evaluation of the band positions, we have also examined the
band structure along the AF BZ boundary in dierent direction, from (-=2, =2)
to (0, ). For that purpose, peak positions of the EDCs at the AF BZ boundary
have been extracted from the measurements along several cuts parallel to (0, 0)-(-,
) direction, and plotted in Fig. 6.2(c) together with the bands reproduced by the
tight-binding model using the parameters obtained by the above tting procedure.
The EDCs' peak positions are again in good agreement with the tight-binding
model, conrming the validity of the present analysis.
We now examine the sudden disappearance of the AF upper band and the
jump of the AF lower band more closely. As shown in Figs. 6.3(b)-(d), not only
along the cut parallel to the AF BZ boundary (#3) as also shown in Fig.6.2 but
also along the cuts near the antinode (#1,#2), a jump was observed in EDCs'
peak at the binding energy of  50 meV although the magnitude of the jump
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depended on the cut position. All of these jumps, including their magnitude, can
be reproduced by the combination of the antiferromagnetically split bands and the
paramagnetic band as presented in Figs. 6.3(b)-(d). The relatively small size of
the jump near the antinode is because the separation between the paramagnetic
band and the upper AF band is smaller in the antinodal region. This agreement
in all of the cuts strongly suggests that the AF gap AF indeed collapses to zero
around (0, ) in all the directions. Considering the fact that the AF upper band
disappears always at  50 meV below EF [Figs. 6.3(b)-(d)], it may be the binding
energy of the AF upper band rather than the momentum position which triggers
the collapse of AF. The present conclusion is consistent with the claim in the
previous ARPES study by Ikeda et al [50] that the band dispersing around (0, )
is the paramagnetic band. While most of the previous theoretical studies, with
weak-coupling [134] nor with strong-coupling treatment [135], have not explicitly
shown the anisotropy of the AF gap, a variational Monte Carlo study by Chou
and Lee [52] have shown that the AF have a maximum value at (/2, /2) and
have a minimum value at (0, ), qualitatively consistent with the present study,
suggesting that the observed anisotropy of AF originates from the eect of strong
correlation. More detailed variational Monte Carlo studies are desired because
Chou and Lee showed the result of the calculation only at ve momentum points
between (/2, /2) and (0, ), and hence it is not clear if AF shows an abrupt
change in momentum space as observed in the present study.
Since the AF upper band is consistent with the tight-binding model from EF
to  50 meV below it, the Fermi surface is well described by the tight-binding
model. The antiferromagnetically reconstructed Fermi surface calculated using
the same parameter obtained by tting the band structure shows good agreement
with the experimental one as shown in Fig. 6.3(a). The electron concentration nFS
estimated from the area of the tted Fermi surface is 0.104, by far larger than
the nominal Ce concentration x = 0:02. This deviation could be due to oxygen
deciency introduced by protect annealing under a strongly reducing condition.
Similar deviation has also been seen in our recent ARPES study of protect-annealed
PLCCO (x = 0:10) single crystals [93] as well as in the previous ARPES study
on T'-type La2CuO4 thin lms [100], and has been attributed to oxygen non-
stoichiometry.
6.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have carried out an ARPES measurement on the protect-
annealed electron-doped cuprate PLCCO (x = 0:02) and investigated the nature
of the AF gap. By closely examining the band structure in the wide momen-
tum range, we have revealed that the magnitude of the AF band splitting AF is
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constant outside the antiferromagnetically reconstructed Fermi surface centered at
(0, ), but is zero inside the constant energy ( 50 meV binding energy) surface.
The momentum anisotropy is qualitatively consistent with the previous variational
Monte-Carlo study by Chou and Lee [52] in the sense that AF is momentum-
dependent and shows the minimum value at (0, ), suggesting that the anisotropy
arises from the eect of strong correlation.

Chapter 7
Superconducting gap of
protect-annealed
Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4 single
crystals
7.1 Introduction
The symmetry of the superconducting (SC) gap provides a strong clue for
the origin of unconventional superconductivity and has been intensively studied on
electron-doped cuprate superconductors. Raman scattering [68] and angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [69] studies have revealed that the SC gap
does not only exhibit simple dx2 y2-wave momentum dependence but also shows a
maximum near the hot spot, where antiferromagnetic (AF) Brillouin zone bound-
ary and Fermi surface cross, and large contribution of AF spin uctuations to the
superconductivity have been proposed. The scenario of superconductivity medi-
ated by AF spin uctuations in the T'-type cuprates appears quite plausible since
the superconductivity emerges by doping electrons into the AF Mott insulating
parent compound.
Our recent ARPES study on protect-annealed PLCCO (x = 0:10) has revealed
strong suppression of the hot spot, namely, the AF pseudogap, suggesting a dra-
matic reduction of the AF spin correlation length and/or the magnitude of the
magnetic moments [93]. In order to investigate the nature of the SC state with
high Tc and suppressed AF correlation, we have performed ARPES measurements
on protect-annealed PLCCO (x = 0:10; 0:15) single crystals and directly observed
momentum-dependent SC gap.
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7.2 Experimental
Single crystals of PLCCO with x = 0.10 (samples #1-#4) and 0.15 (samples
#5, and #6) were synthesized by the traveling-solvent oating-zone method and
were protect-annealed for 24 hours at 800 C. After the annealing, samples with
x = 0:10 and x = 0:15 showed Tc values of 27 K and 22 K, respectively. Most
of the ARPES measurements were performed at beamline 7U of UVSOR facility
(samples #1-#3, #5, and #6). At UVSOR, linearly polarized light with h = 16:5
eV was used for the measurements. The total energy resolution was set at 8 meV.
Sample #3 was measured three times while each of the other samples was measured
once. Prior to each measurement, the sample was cleaved in situ under the pressure
better than 1  10 10 Torr. Considering relatively quick surface degradation which
is typical for T'-type cuprates [66], ARPES spectra were recorded within 4 hours
after cleavage at only one momentum position at two temperatures below and
above Tc for each sample. Just before or after taking every single spectrum of
the sample, a gold lm evaporated near the sample was measured to determine
the Fermi level (EF) of the sample at that moment. Sample #4 was measured
using a laser-ARPES apparatus developed at ISSP with the 7 eV quasi-CW laser
(repetition rate = 240 MHz). The total energy resolution was set at 1.5 meV. The
measurement was carried out under the vacuum better than 4 10 11 Torr.
7.3 Results and discussion
Figure 7.1(a) shows energy distribution curves (EDCs) of PLCCO (x = 0:10)
measured with h = 16:5 eV photons at the Fermi wave vector (kF) near (=2,
=2) and (0.3, ), which correspond to nodal and antinodal points, respectively,
in the case of dx2 y2-wave paring. Since the T'-type cuprates does not show clear
SC coherence peaks in their ARPES spectra [66, 67, 69] and the position of the
leading-edge midpoint at T < Tc referenced to EF does not necessarily reect the
magnitude of the SC gap [67], we compared the spectra taken above and below Tc
and estimated the magnitude of the leading-edge shift shift caused by the opening
of SC gap as shown in Fig. 7.1(a). EDCs near (=2, =2) taken above and below
Tc cross almost at EF and shift is as small as 0.3 meV, whereas those near (0.3,
) cross recognizably below EF and a leading-edge shift of 1.3 meV was observed.
This leading-edge shift near (0.3, ) was also observed by similar amounts in the
measurements on another x = 0:10 sample reproducibly as shown in Fig. 7.1(b),
suggesting the SC gap opening near (0.3, ). The momentum region near (0.3,
) cannot be reached in the ARPES measurement using 7 eV laser due to the low
photon energy, but the laser-ARPES spectra also show nite shift between (0.3,
) and (=2, =2), and negligibly small shift near (=2, =2) [Fig. 7.1(c)]. The
same tendency is also observed in the x = 0:15 samples [Fig. 7.1(d)], although
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Figure 7.1: Leading-edge shift observed in PLCCO samples. EDCs of (a) samples
#1 and #2 with x = 0:10, (b) sample #3 with x = 0:10, (c) sample #4 with
x = 0:10, and (d) #5 and #6 with x = 0:15 measured at temperatures above
(red curves) and below (blue curves) Tc. Insets indicate the kF positions where
the EDCs were measured. Estimated shift values are shown beside each set of the
EDCs.
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Figure 7.2: dx2 y2-wave-like SC gap of PLCCO. (a) Leading-edge shift shift plot-
ted against the d-wave order parameter jcoskx   coskyj=2. The error bar for the
synchrotron data was dened as half the size of the change in EF of the reference
gold during the sample measurement. A line obtained by tting x = 0:10 data is
also plotted. (b) shift at (0.3, ), antinode, plotted against Tc values. A line rep-
resenting 2antinode = 1:18kBTc, which was obtained by tting the data assuming
that antinode is proportional to kBTc, is superimposed.
shift near (0.3, ) was slightly smaller than those of the x = 0:10 samples.
The shift values estimated from Fig. 7.1 are plotted against the d-wave order
parameter jcoskx coskyj=2 in Fig. 7.2(a). Tiny but nite drift of the incident pho-
ton energy during the measurement at UVSOR, which aects the kinetic energy of
the photoelectrons, was evaluated from the change of EF of the reference gold lm,
and indicated by an error bar (The error bar was dened as half of changes in EF of
the reference gold during the sample measurement.). The error bars for the laser-
ARPES data were assumed to be constant. The shift for the x = 0:10 samples
is roughly proportional to the d-wave order parameter, supporting the monotonic
dx2 y2-wave symmetry of the SC gap rather than the nonmonotonic dx2 y2-wave
reported previously [68, 69]. For that discussion, however, more thorough investi-
gation of the momentum dependence of the SC gap is required. At present, we just
conclude that the observed SC gap is consistent with dx2 y2-wave symmetry. In
Fig. 7.2(b), shift at  (0:3; ) is plotted as antinode against Tc. The dependence
of antinode on Tc was satisfactorily tted to the equation of antinode = kBTc,
suggesting that the superconducting states of x = 0:10 and x = 0:15 samples are
in the same dx2 y2-wave-like symmetry and are realized by the same mechanism,
although obtained value of  = 1:18 is somewhat smaller than  = 1:70 derived in
the previous ARPES study on Pr1 xLaCexCuO4 (x = 0:11) [69] and the reason is
not clear at the moment.
The present result suggests that dx2 y2-paring, which is associated with AF spin
uctuations, persists after the strong reduction of AF correlation length and/or
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magnitude of the local magnetic moment by protect annealing. Studies on protect-
annealed PLCCO samples using muon spin relaxation [133] or NMR [136], which
are sensitive to spins, have revealed the development of AF spin susceptibility with
decreasing temperature and short-ranged AF order setting in at low temperature,
while the long-range AF order was suppressed. These results have been explained
within a model which regards T'-type cuprates as in antiferromagnetically corre-
lated state with an AF order induced around excess apical oxygen atoms [90,133]:
The presence of apical oxygen atoms leads to long-range AF order in as-grown
samples, and the order becomes short-ranged by removing part of the apical oxy-
gen atoms by annealing. Considering that the more eective removal of the apical
oxygen by protect annealing resulted in higher Tc than that had been obtained
in a previous study [91], the short-range AF order induced around apical oxygen
atoms is harmful for superconductivity, but AF correlation itself may survive in
the dx2 y2-wave SC state of the T'-type cuprates.
7.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have performed ARPES measurements on protect-annealed
PLCCO single crystals (x = 0:10; 0:15) and estimated shift as a measure of the SC
gap. Observed momentum dependence of shift was consistent with dx2 y2-wave
symmetry, suggesting that superconductivity in T'-type cuprate is mediated by
AF spin uctuations regardless of the doping level even after the strong reduction
of AF spin correlation length and/or the magnitude of the magnetic moment by
protect annealing.

Chapter 8
Summary and conclusion
In the present thesis, we have presented photoemission studies of new electron-
doped cuprate superconductors which exhibits superconductivity at very low or
even zero Ce doping. The key to achieve superconductivity was post-growth an-
nealing under reducing conditions in order to remove excess oxygen atoms. There-
fore, we investigated the electric structure of those new electron-doped cuprates
with special emphasis on the eect of annealing on the electronic structure.
In chapter 3, we have prepared thin lms of superconducting (SC) parent com-
pound Pr2CuO4 and studied them by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES). For the surface sensitive ARPES measurements, we have synthesized SC
Pr2CuO4 by growing it under highly reducing conditions, which may have a similar
eect to the post-growth annealing under a reducing condition. Clear Fermi sur-
faces were observed whose area suggested the electron concentration nFS of 0.170,
which is considerably deviated from half-lling and corresponding to overdoping
for Ce-doped conventional superconductors. In chapter 4, the SC parent compound
Nd2CuO4 and related materials were studied by relatively bulk sensitive hard X-
ray photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS). We have observed a chemical-potential shift of  0:2 eV between the in-
sulating and SC Nd2CuO4. From comparison with the chemical-potential shift
previously reported for Nd2 xCexCuO4, we have concluded that SC Nd2CuO4 is
doped with excess electrons of 0.149 per Cu, which is close to the value obtained
in the ARPES study in chapter 3. Thus, the present SC parent compounds were
found to be electron-doped and not at half lling.
In chapter 5, we have performed a systematic ARPES study on protect-annealed
underdoped Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4 single crystals with varying Ce concentration and
annealing condition, and revealed three kinds of annealing eects on the electronic
structure. It was found that protect annealing under highly reducing condition
leads to the doping of 0.05-0.09 electrons per Cu. By comparing the electron-
concentration dependence of the electronic structure between as-grown and protect-
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annealed samples, we have revealed that important roles of annealing other than
electron doping is to remove the Coulomb gap and to weaken antiferromagnetic
(AF) correlation.
In chapter 6, the nature of the AF gap has been investigated by ARPES. We
have revealed the momentum dependence of the AF gap which could not be ex-
plained by the tight-binding model with
p
2p2 AF order. Qualitative agreement
with the variational Monte-Carlo calculation suggest that the anisotropy originates
from the eect of strong electron correlation beyond the simple AF band splitting.
The present results will advance our understanding of the AF correlation in the
electron-doped cuprates.
In chapter 7, we have studied the SC gap of protect-annealed Pr1:3 xLa0:7CexCuO4
single crystals. Although AF correlation was strongly suppressed by protect an-
nealing, the SC gap exhibited d-wave symmetry, which may be mediated by AF
spin uctuations.
To summarize, the present thesis has disentangled three kinds of annealing ef-
fects and unveiled the electronic structure of the SC parent compounds of electron-
doped cuprates by means of photoemission spectroscopy. The eects of annealing
can be understood microscopically as follows: Annealing originally removes impu-
rity oxygen atoms at the apical site, but excessive annealing also creates oxygen
defects at the regular [CuO2-plane and/or LnO-layer (Ln: lanthanoids)] sites. The
apical oxygen atoms produce the Coulomb gap and enhance AF correlation by lo-
calizing electrons, whereas the oxygen defects at the regular sites dope the system
with electrons.
Taking this into consideration, the results presented in chapters 3 and 4 can be
interpreted as follows: The SC parent compounds contain oxygen defects at the
regular sites, and thus are doped with a considerable amount of electrons, 0.15-0.17
per Cu atom. Oxygen deciency may be less destructive to the superconductivity
than Ce doping, which reaches the solubility limit at x  0:18, and hence the
highest Tc is achieved at x = 0 by doping electrons only by creating oxygen defects.
The present studies have thus claried the nature of the SC parent compound of
electron-doped cuprates as well as the mechanism of annealing conducted to induce
superconductivity. We have shown that the recently reported superconductivity
in the parent compound is due to electron doping by oxygen deciency. The
possibility of the superconductivity at half-lling still cannot be excluded by the
present thesis, and hence is worth further investigation. Our ndings will make a
signicant contribution to the establishment of the phase diagram of the cuprate
superconductors which is mandatory to explore the mechanism of high-temperature
superconductivity.
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